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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis Is to show eartain aspects 
of the life of the Negro in Virginia during the period 1619-* 
1765# It was not until the twentieth century that any writer 
brought out the fact that Negro slavery was a gradual 
development from a status similar to that of white servitude 
In the Colony of Virginia# The gradual change from servl* 
tude to slavery* together with the existence of a free Negro 
class# will be discussed In some detail#
The second-chapter is devoted to tracing the gr&du* 
■ally increasing numbers of Negroes brought into the Colony? 
their varying personal traits# which could be predicted to a 
degree by knowing the part of Africa from which the blacks 
originated; and some of the early laws and problems created 
by the Negro#
With the opening of the eighteenth century the !?©gro 
slave finally took the place of the white servant as the 
"main source of plantation labor# The final chapter is 
devoted mainly to the troubles of the Negro slaves during 
the first half of the century# As they arrived in ever** 
Increasing numbers the colonists became fearful of slave 
insurrections# and the Assembly passed many special acts 
designed to reduce the danger from this source#
No attempt has been mad© to take any stand on the 
■question of Negro slavery# It is the Negro himself# aa 
runaway# plotter# murderer* and suicide with which we are
concerned* The reader should not be influenced by the pr©~ 
ponderanoe of space devoted to the troubles of the Negro to 
think of these things m  forming the main pattern of' Nagro 
life in the Colony* On the contrary the majority of the 
Negroes, whether bond or free, were probably fairly content 
with their lot, and most of them managed to avoid serious 
trouble*
Although a few cases of slave suicides in the X7?0*« 
have been Included., our story really ends In the l?60fs* No 
attempt has been, made by the writer to show the changing 
attitude toward slavery by .some of the owners in the ^ closing, 
years of the Colonial Period.*
CHACTBB I
PHOil SERVXTTOE TO SLAVERY; 
THE FREE NEORO
CHAPTER I
The year 16X9 was a notable one in the Infant colony 
of Virginia* A now governor, Sir George Xe&rdley, arrived 
in April of that year bringing important commissione, ordi­
nances, and instructions from the Virginia Company‘in 
London* These instructions were designed to institute much 
needed reforms in the struggling little colony. Among the 
more important reforms were the abolition of martial law, 
the establishment of the Virginia Assembly, and the settle­
ment of land tenure*
Since the' problem of land tenure was inextricably 
bound up with the labor system in Virginia, it will be dealt 
with at some length* The Virginia Company made provision 
‘for the various classes of shareholders as follows: The 
wadventurers, 11 those men who had risked only their money in 
Company stock, would receive dividends on their Investments 
in the form of land grants at the rate of 100 acres for each 
share of stock* The "ancient planters, 11 those who had come 
over before Governor Dale *e departure from Virginia in the 
spring of X6l6 , were entitled to 100 acres for their per­
sonal adventure, plus an additional 100 acres for each share 
of stock they might own in the Company* Others who had 
settled before that date, but at the Company is charge, were 
•to be granted, after their tern of service on the public land 
had expired, 100 acres to be held by them in return for an
annual quit-rent of two shillings. Those who hod com© at 
their own coat after the spring of 1616 would receive $0 
acres, and were required to pay a quit-rent of one shilling. 
Those coming to the Colony In the future would receive 50 
acres upon a first division after a residence of three years 
and a like amount on a second division, allotted after the 
first land was occupied, hand so granted was subject to an 
annual quit-rent of one shilling for each 5® acres. But the 
most important method of obtaining a patent for land, was 
that which became known as the head-right. This method was 
also provided for in the Instructions to Governor Yeardley, 
and became more important with each passing year until it 
became the principal basis for title* Every shareholder who 
transported an emigrant, whether bond or free, to the Colony 
acquired thereby a claim to 5® acres if the person remained 
In Virginia for three years, or even if he died after he 
boarded ship on the outward voyage. Not even in the few 
remaining years of the Company was the acquisition of fifty 
acres through the head-right confined to the shareholders. 
Anyone who emigrated to the Colony, or who took or sent over 
another person, became entitled to the same area of land. 
After the dissolution of the Virginia Company in I62J4, the 
head-right became still more common as the basis of securing 
a patent* When the charter of the Company was recalled, 
there was a feeling of profound uneasiness in the Colony 
that all titles to land might be questioned. However their
k .
fears were entirely removed by a grant of letters patent 
from the King on the ll^ th of March, 1625# In which the erdi- 
nano# with reference to the head-right received royal 
approval****
The plantation system, which was to be the main way 
of life throughout the whole colonial period in Virginia,
i
required three elements for its developments an abundant 
supply of cheap virgin land, a staple crop# and a dependable 
source of agricultural labor* The bead-right, plus the 
unlimited supply of rich virgin land, assured the first 
element*
Even prior to 1619 it was evident that the culture of
tobacco would fulfill the requirement of a staple crop* John
Holfe’a experiments in 1612 with sweet-scented and Orinoco
tobacco with seeds brought in from the West Indies and
Venesuela soom caught on# and the planting of tobacco became
in a very short time almost universal with the colonists*
So popular did the raising of tobacco become that when
Governor Argali arrived in Jamestown in May, l6lT, he found«
it planted even in the market-place and the streets of the 
little town*^ Thera were several reasons why tobacco became 
the main export commodity of the Colony* It occupied much 
less bulk in proportion to Its value; an. important considera­
tion due to the high freight charges for the long haul to the 
European markets* The leafy mould of the newXy-ole&red lands 
of Virginia was ideally suited to its growth* And. there was
s
m growing demand for Virginia tobacco In the markets of 
England and Holland# But the most compelling reason of all 
was the one offered by Captain John Smith in testimony 
before the royal commissioners at the time the question of 
repealing the charter of the Company was agitated# Ha w m  
asked. why it was that the Colony, in spite of the fertility 
of its soil and the variety of its natural products, 
exported but one commodity# His reply, In substance, was, 
that grain brought only two shillings and six pence a bushel, 
while tobacco brought three shillings a pound# And, on this 
basis, a man♦a labor In tobacco was calculated to be morph 
fifty or sixty pounds, but in grain not over ten pounds a 
year#3 .por these reasons, and despite ruinously low prices 
during certain periods, together with high export duties, 
the colonists clung to the culture of tobacco throughout the 
whole of the Colonial Period#
How that the planter had the means for obtaining land, 
and a money crop suited to it, his crying need m m  for labor 
to handle the heavy work of clearing away the forest, and' to 
perform the tedious tasks of planting, cultivating, and 
harvesting the crops# The richest lands, the ones promising 
the largest returns in tobacco, ware those bearing the 
heaviest growths of timber# This was particularly true of 
the bottom lands in the valleys of the rivers along the banks 
of which the earlier settlers located# It was in the slow, 
back-breaking work of clearing th© timber from the land
6that the settler most needed the aid of others# And the 
natural character of tobacco, which soon exhausted even the 
richest land, demanded a continuation of this aid for 
clearing new fields to plant In place of those worn out by a 
few years of tobacco culture* It was many years before the 
Virginia planter mad# any attempt to enrich worn out lands 
by the use of -manures * instead he cleared■the growth from 
another section of virgin land, used the riches in this land 
for a few crops of tobacco, and then repeated the process*
It was- this periodic replacement of old land with new, plus 
the ambition to have more and more acres of tobacco, that 
created such an acute demand for servants.^
The term ^servant*1 has been misinterpreted In 
modern times due to the menial significance which has gradu- 
ally become associated with the word# The members of this 
class in Colonial Virginia included all those who had bound 
themselves by a formal written document or indenture, or by 
the equally binding force of the universal custom of the 
country, to continue for a prescribed time in another9a 
employment* The term was applied mainly to those who had 
contracted to work as agricultural laborers, or as artisans 
and mechanical but It was also- used to describe anyone who 
served another In any capacity#$
We have seen how the settlement of land tenure by 
the head-right system, plus the widespread culture of 
tobacco, created a very strong demand for the importation of
7
agricultural labor into Virginia# At the same.time' there 
wore conditions in England which equally favored an exodus 
of Just such persona out of the mother country# Under the 
provisions of a statute dating back to the reign of Queen
a
Elisabeth no one was permitted to follow a trad© unless he 
had first served an apprenticeship therein! and all those 
not otherwise employed war© required to take part in hus­
bandry* The practical effect of this regulation was to 
create a privileged class of artisans who were assured of 
steady and remunerative work# while the great masses of the 
people were thrown into agricultural labor as their only 
possible meana of obtaining a livelihood*. The rates of 
wmgm of those who could secure employment were laid down by 
the Justices at the quarter sessions# Even allowing for the 
greater purchasing power of money in, that age as compared 
with the present# the wages of the laboring classes seem 
amazingly small* For example# the county of Hutland in 1610 
act the following ratest the annual wages of a ploughman 
were fifty shillings! of an ordinary workingman# forty 
shillings; of'women who -could bake and brew# twenty-six 
shillings; of a common female drudge# sixteen shillings; of 
girls under sixteen years of age# fourteen shillings#
Among those paid daily rates an average mower received five 
pence a day plus an allowance of meat; a male reaper# four 
pence; a female reaper# three pence; and a female haymaker# 
two pence* When food was not provided by the employer# these 
amounts were doubled#
a
Although another statute provided for regular 
assessments for the benefit of the poor, the amounts collected 
were so smell that many among the working classes perished 
from want* in 1622 several English parishes turned loose 
upon the country a flood of idle or disabled laborers which 
was so great as to threaten a dangerous pestilence of vag&«* 
bonds* Ro matter how willing they may have been to work,* 
they e.ould not find employment* This condition was not con­
fined to a few communities' but was, in varying degree, 
common to all England* Bach parish, for its own protection, 
was forced to adopt the most stringent measures to keep such 
persons In other parts of England from overflowing into ita 
own boundaries* The effect of such measures was to confine 
the great mass of laborers to their own native parishes,
-thus not only restricting their personal liberties, but 
making it even more’ difficult for them to gain a livelihood#
In addition to' all his other woes, the agricultural 
laborer of seventsenth^century England was exposed to heavy 
penalties for the smallest infractions- of law* There were no 
less than three hundred offenses punishable by death, many of 
which would not even, be classed as felonies in our present 
code of laws* la it any wonder then that large numbers of 
these laborers should be willing and anxious to exchange a 
few years of servitude for the opportunity to gain a new 
home and a new life in Virginia?^
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Wmn Governor Yeardley arrived in Virginia in 1619 
he did not bring freedom to all the old planters, but only 
to those who- had gone at their own .expense previous to the 
departure of Pale In 16x6, and to those sent at the Company*# 
expense who had already worked out the full time of their 
servitude to the Company#^ Many were retained In servitude 
until the end of their terms, and the Company continued to 
send out -servants at its own charge until the dissolution of 
the Company in 1624* However the bulk of the servants 
coming over after 16X9 were brought in by private persons to 
work their lands, 'and# by means of head-rights# to add to 
their holdings* But It was the example of servitude under 
the Virginia Company which set the pattern by which the new 
landowners of the Colony would fulfill their labor needs for 
many years to come* In Its simplest form* this system 
called for the master to pay the transportation of the 
laborer and his upkeep* in exchange for his services during 
a specified number of years# This system* which became 
known as “indented servitude*11 received recognition in the
n
1 m m  passed by the very first Assembly in l6l9* The name 
came about through the indenture* or contract# by which the 
servant bound himself to his master* The servitude thus 
developed was limited and conditional# With respect to its 
origin it was of two kinds* resting on definite principles* 
These two general kinds of servitude were voluntary and 
involuntary* Voluntary servitude was based on free contract
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with the london Company or with private, persona for definite 
terms of service* in consideration of the servant*a trans­
portation and maintenance during servitude* Involuntary 
servitude was of two types* the first resulted when legal 
authority' in England condemned a person to a term of scrvl* 
tud© judged necessary to deter him from an idle course of 
life# or to take the place of punishment for crimes already 
committed* The second type of involuntary servants were 
those men* women* and children* usually of the poor vagrant 
class# who were kidnapped by the so-called 11 spirits0 and 
shanghaied, for profit*
The great body of servants that went to Virginia 
was comprised of the voluntary class* They were free per* 
sons, largely from England* Wales, Scotland* and Ireland* 
who wished to go to the Colony as settlers to better their 
condition* but were too.,poor to pay the cost of transporta* 
tion* They consequently entorod into- a voluntary contract 
with any one that would assume these charges* and In turn 
placed themselves for a limited time at the disposal of such 
person for any reasonable service#. The contract was made in 
-Great Britain with resident planters* or the agents of 
colonists# or oven more frequently with shipmasters who
traded In Virginia* and disposed of the servants on their
o
arrival there as they saw fit*
In the light of what has been said above let us 
look again at the Colony of Virginia as it was in the year-
1619* The Virginia Company* through its officials in
England and its governor with his assistants in Virginia*
still controlled the destiny of the little colony* There
were public lands on which servants of the Company still
labored to pay the salaries of appointed officials, and to
work out their terms of. servitude* There were private
lands also, owned by those who were no longer Indebted to
the Company, and on which indented servant© worked out their
terms, so that they too might become tobacco planters* This
then was the state of affairs when the first Negroes came
Into the Colony of Virginia*
From the quaint narrative of John Bolfe, who
probably was an eyewitness of the event, we learn that
?f About the last of August (16l<5J came In a dutch man of
i owarre that sold, us twenty Hegars*0 Thus in, a few laconic 
words was. announced the arrival of the first actors in a 
drama that would later so drastically affect the life of the 
Colony, the Commonwealth, and the Nation, It is regrettable 
that so little was recorded about this new Inhabitant of the 
little Colony, for many misapprehensions as to his early 
status have been handed down to us* It shall be my purpose 
in the balance of this chapter to attempt to trace the 
status of the Negro from his first arrival until the system 
of Negro slavery was definitely fixed in statutory law#
The twenty Negroes that were brought in by the 
Dutch privateer had been taken from a captured slaver, and
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ware certainly slaves in the hands of their Butch sellers*
But what was their status la the hands of their Virginia 
buyers? At this time there mm- neither law nor custom 
establishing the institution of slavery in the Colony# 
there was# however* the institution of servitude* which in 
this very year had -obtained recognition in the laws of the 
Colony* tod the relations of these servants to their 
masters during the period of their service somewhat closely 
resembled the relations- of slavery* But such temporary 
servitude must be distinguished from slavery* The difference 
between the two conditions la fundamental* fha loss of 
liberty to the servant is temporary! the bondage of -the 
slave Is perpetual* Br* J. C* B&XXagh in A History of 
Slavery in Virginia was the first to point out the error in 
the assumption that- slavery mm® introduced into Virginia*
Ills thesis In the chapter entitled ^development of Slavery*1 
is that **servitude * • * was the historic base- upon which 
slavcry* by the extension and addition of incidents* was 
c one true t e d * I t  Is my contention* as well as hie* that 
the earlier Begroee brought to Virginia were sold as ser­
vants# and it la hoped that the facts here set forth will 
bear this out*
One of the most convincing evidences that the first 
Wegroes were servants and not slave® is the way they are 
noted In ^Blats of living and dead In Virginia11^  In 1.6:23# 
and the nl!uat#r Holla of the Settlements in Virginia#
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& census made la %62k~2$* -In bath of those there are 
twenty-three Begroes reported, and in every ease they are 
listed as "servants*1* thus receiving the same class name as 
aany white persons enumerated in the Hats# They were dis­
tributed aa follows: Abraham. plersey, ?i George yeardiey, 0|
0
Captain William fieroey, Ij Richard ICingamall* 1| Edward 
Bennett, 2 j Captain William Tucker, 3; Captain Francis West, 
XV All these persons held other servants besides the 
Negroes; and some of these men, being officers in the 
Colony, may have had merely the right of an officer over 
company servants#^ in the opinion of Thomas Jefferson,
"the right to these negroes was common, or, perhaps, they 
lived on & footing with the whites, ?iho, as well aa them­
selves, ware under the absolute direction of the 
president*
In the records of the county courts dating from 1632 
to 1661 Negroes are designated aa "servants**1 "negro ser- 
vants," or simply as "negroes," but never aa slaves.16 
There is an Interesting entry In the general court records 
for which is an example of Negro servants receiving
treatment similar to that of white servants* An order of 
the court reads as: follows:
Kerch 3X*'l6if.X* Whereas It appeareth to this court 
that John Geaween being a negro servant unto William 
Evans was .permitted by his said master to keep hogs 
and make the best benefit thereof to himself provided 
that the said Evans might have half the increase, which 
was accordingly returned unto him by the said negro and 
the other half reserved for his own benefit#.
Ik
By this same court order Oeaween was permitted to 
purchase hi® child*e freedom, from Lieutenant Robert 
Sheppard who was master of the child's mother# By order of 
the court the child was declared to be "free from the sold 
Evans or his assigns and to be and remain at the disposing 
and education of the said Geaween and the child*a godfather 
who undertaketh to see it brought up in the Christian reli­
gion as aforesaid
At the same period In which we find such evidence of 
the equal treatment of white .and Negro servants * there are- 
other cases which point clearly to the beginning of Negro 
slavery*. When the court records are examined for the purpose 
of deiers&icg the time of the transition, it appears that 
between 1-61^0 and l660 slavery was fast becoming an established 
fact* Apparently at the time some of the Negroes were 
servants and some were slaves#
In XdtiO the general court rendered in an Interesting 
-case a Judgment which is very instructive as to the earliest 
development of slavery. It seems that three servants ran 
away fro® their master, Hugh Gwyn«one a Dutchman called 
Victor# one a Scotchman named James Gregory, and John Punch, 
a Negro* All three were sentenced to- whipping, each to 
receive- thirty stripes# The Dutchman and the Scotchman were 
to serve their master on# year after their respective terms 
expired, and then to serve the Colony for three years* But 
the third offender " * * # being a negro named John. Punch 
shall serve his said master or- hie assigns for the time of
15
M e  natural life here or e l s e w h e r e * Here is clear proof 
that Negroes who had been servants were# as early a® the 
year IfiltQ* sentenced to be slaves *
A ease which came up for trial before the general 
court three months after the omo cited above indicates 
that some Negroes were already being held as slates as early 
as 16110* The record, on the complaint of Captain William 
fierce* reads in parti H *-;* * that six of his servants and a 
negro of Mr# Reginald * a has plotted to run away unto the 
Dutch plantation*** X» addition to the fact that the Negro 
Is not called a servant here* the nature of the penalties 
inflicted indicated that he was a slave* The "prime agent" 
in the case was a. .Dutchman named Christopher Miller* The 
punishment© meted, out to him were'thirty stripes* burning 
the letter nBn on his cheek* the wearing of shackles on his 
leg for a year# and seven years1 service to the Colony whan 
his term, to his master should expire* The punishments 
ordered for the other white servants were less severe* but 
all of them h&d to serve the Colony at least two years after 
their terms expired* The Negro was given exactly the same 
punishment as the prime agent except the addition to his 
time of.service* This would seem to Indicate that the Negro 
was a ©lav# and therefore "incapable of making satisfaction 
by addition, of time*11 ^
Some time before l6l|4 one Thomas Bushrod* assignee of 
Colonel William Smith*, sold a mulatto named Manuel "as a
16
Blair# for Ever bat in September 1.6I|4 the said Servant was by 
the Assembly adjudged no' slave and but to servo aa other
pQ
Christian servants do and mm freed in September, 1 <565* w '
So although some Negroes had been reduced to a state of 
slavery much earlier than this* others retained their right 
to freedom- as late m  1 6 6 5* after slavery had bmn re cog ~ 
nlmd by statutory law# Another Megro was set free thia 
same year by order of the general court after serving seven 
years*ff^  Another similar' ruling in the same year was 
transcribed in the Hoblnaon Manuscript simply as ?t& judge* 
meat of a negro for his freedom* ”
It is interesting to see that all records after the 
middle of the century indicate that slavery was fast becoming 
the rule* An entry upon, the minutes of the general court in 
16.56 shows that a uHutll&to was held to be a slave and 
appeal taken*
The facts of the case were probably somewhat as 
followst the planters hated to break In and train servanta 
only to see them leave shortly after they'became really use* 
ful * they were bound, to know that Negroes were slaves in 
the islands of the West Indies* these Africans were far 
from home* were very different In appearance from the white 
colonists* and, being in the minority and subservient* were 
the more easily exploited* Bo gradually, through precedents
y/ •
and court decisions, the status of the .Negro changed from 
one of servitude to one of slavery*
17
It was riot until 1662 that a statute dealing directly 
with the status of Negroes as slaves was passed# This act 
said in part?
WHEREAS some doubts have arisen whether children got 
by any Englishman upon a negro woman should be slave or 
Free, Be it therefore enacted and declared by this 
present-' gra&ITl^ oSSToSO^eiT'borne In this
country shalhe'"1SSTd^bond or free only according to the 
condition of the mother * * « * ^
The wording of this act is clear -enough proof that 
slavery was a well established condition by this time# How­
ever it was net until 1670 that a statute was passed 
declaring who should be slaves# Though it apparently was 
written to clarify the position of Indian® taken in war, lb 
definitely established that Negroes coming into the Colony 
would be slaves*. The act reads:
WHEREAS some dispute have arisen whether Indian® 
taken in warr by any other nation, and by that nation 
that taketh them sold to the English, are servants for 
life or torme of yearea, Jit is resolved and enacted 
that all servant® not being cErTabTaHs”impoi»ted"TnCo 
this colony by shipping shalbe slaves for their lives; 
but what shall come by land shall serve, if boyes or 
glrles, untill thirty yeares of age, if men or women 
twelve years® and no longer#^
The Assembly had already plugged the loophole of 
possible freedom through baptism three years earlier than 
this by passing a law saying that baptism could not be used 
to exempt from bondage* **5
By 16?0 the. institution of Negro slavery, which had 
already1 become the habit through customary law and court 
decisions waa now firmly fixed by statutory law# We must
18
not got the impression, however, that the statutes enacted 
in the decade between 1660 and l6?0 led to the enslavement
of all th© Africans in Virginia* They did certainly give 
legislative recognition and sanction to the institution of 
Kegro slavery; hut some of these laws equally recognised and 
provided for the perpetuation of a free llegro class* For 
instance, the law of 1662 which said that mulatto offspring 
should follow the condition of the mother, not only Insured 
that children horn of a slave mother would be slaves, but 
conversely that those born of a free mother would just as 
surely be free* tfor did thee© first laws reduce to a state 
of slavery those--Hegroea-who were free, or who were servants 
by covenant or contract* In- addition to the inferences to be 
drawn from the statutes, there are court records which give 
direct testimony of the existence of free IIo.groes, and those 
serving only a limited period* In 1673 a judgment was ran** 
dered by the general court against Mr* George Light for 
holding a Hegro indented servant beyond his contract term of 
five years* The court ordered that the Hegro should “ * * * 
bee free- from his said master, and that the Bald Mr* Light - 
pay him Come and Clothes According to the custom© of the 
Country and Four hundred pounds tobQ&ccQo k Casks for his 
■service hone him Since he was free, and pay Costs*
The year 1682 marked the end of the period when it 
was possible for Ilegroes to com© to Virginia as servants and 
to acquire their freedom after a limited term* The law of
19
2.670, mentioned above, was Intended to enslave all Negroes
brought in after its enactment, but In practice it allowed a
few to escape. The law of 16QZ, in a long preamble* recog­
nised the- weakness in the earlier one* and ao repealed the 
act of 1670* By the terms of this later act all persona of 
non-Christian nationality thereafter coming into the Colony 
were to be slaves whether they came by sea or land* and
whether or not they had been converted to Christianity after
capture*2^
After the enactment of this law the free Negro popu­
lation of Virginia received no increase from, outside the 
Colony during the balance of the Colonial .Period. There 
were means* however* by which the number of free Negress grew 
larger* this increase springing from the population already 
within the Colony* There were five sources of these free 
colored people, as follows;
Cl) Children born of free colored parents.
(2) Mulatto children born of free colored mothers.
(3) Mulatto children born of white women*
(jy Children of free llsgro and Indian mixed parentage*
(5) Manumitted slaves.
there both parents ware free Nogross no special com­
ment is required| during the whole of the slavery period 
children of such parents were recognised as freemen, and their 
natural increase was a substantial factor in the increase of 
the free Negro population* The most numerous class of 
mulatto©© were those born of ©lave mothers, but such children 
ware slaves* Both classes of free mulattoes were the product
of illegitimacy since the law forbade the intermarriage of 
whites and Negroes#'^ ® The same law of 1691 provided that 
free mulatto bastards should be bound out by the church 
wardens to responsible white persons as apprentices until 
they reached the age of thirty y e a r s I n  the revision of 
this act in 1705 the age at which such apprenticeship ended 
was placed at thirty-one years#^ In 1?'65 the Assembly 
felt this was 1 an unreasonable severity towards such 
children,n and reduced the term of apprenticeship so that 
males served only to age twenty-one* and the females to 
age eighteen*^ Th# children born of mixed Indian, and free 
Negro parentage, if they had no visible means of support* 
ware also bound out as apprentices In th© same manner aa the 
free mulatto children*
Although manumission was to become the most Important 
method by which the free Negro population was increased* it 
never added materially to their numbers during the Colonial 
Period# As a matter of fact there was no law passed regard­
ing manumission until the year 1691# and this law was designed 
to reduce private manumissions very drastically* It 
required th© master to pay the. charges for transporting 
such Negroes beyond the limits of the Colony within six 
months after actting them free#3? it is true, however# that 
private manumissions had been made for many years prior to 
this date* They probably grew out of the close relationship 
of Indented servitude and slavery in the seventeenth
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century# Although the servant himself was not regarded as 
property* hi a term, of service was; and the master felt he had
a perfect right to dispose of a part of this service Just as
he mlglit any other property* That is* the unexpired time of
a servant could he alienated# like other property# by gift#
sale* or bequest.* The servant was capable of contracting 
and of holding property* Therefor© if a master chose to 
sell or make a gift of M e  unexpired time to the servant him* 
self# the servant was capable of receiving it# and would 
thereafter owe service to no one# An example of the above 
is shown by the following item In the will of Samuel 
Thacker of Essex County: **x give unto my servant# John 
Clary# one year of his time*.11 Sevenieenth~c©ntury masters 
of Kegroes probably considered they had this same right 
whether the Hagroea were servants or slaves* Just as 
slavery grow out of the institution of Indented servitude* 
so apparently did. private manumission of slaves develop 
from the right of a master to alienate the unexpired time of 
a servant* It achieved a standing, through custom and 
liberal construction by the courts* Cnlike slavery* how** 
ever* private manumission* instead of being- encouraged and 
confirmed by statutory law* was greatly discouraged in 1 691# 
and practically prohibited in 1?2 3*^ It was not until 
after the American Bevolution* which was accompanied by a 
growing anti^slavery sentiment in Virginia* that private
manumission was granted statutory recognition by the law of 
1782*
Sine© we are considering the Negro, whether bond or 
free, In Colonial Virginia, we must give some cognisance to 
him m  a freeman* But it should be born© in mind that the 
.free Negro class was never large during the Colonial Period.*
In l6?l when Governor Berkeley reported his estimate of the 
population to the Commissioners of Trade and Foreign Plsnta** 
Cions, he made no mention of a free llegro class* Be 
reported a total population of 4 0*0 0 0# of which 6 ,0 0 0 were 
Christian.servants, and 2*000 were “black s l a v e s .“35 
We know there were some free Negroes at this time* but the 
number was probably so small, that the Governor did not con­
sider bhem worthy of mention* In M s  monograph on The Free 
Negro in Virginia, Professor John H* Bussell puts the 
number of free Negroes at about three hundred and fifty at 
the time of the law restricting private manumission In 1691* ^  
At this time the slave population exceeded. 4*000* Even in 
1782, the year that private manumission was authorised by 
statute, and after the close of our period, the number of 
free Negroes had reached only 2,8 0 0#*^  The slaves in Vlr~ 
ginia at this time numbered about 280,000* At the time of 
the first federal, census in 1 7 9 0, Just eight years later, 
the number of free Negroes, had Jumped to 12,866, showing 
that about 10,000 had been freed in the short .space of eight 
years* At the beginning of the Civil War there were over
23
58#000 free negroes in Virginia* So while the free Hegro 
became a. considerable element of the population after 
private manumission was authorised in 1182t he never eon** 
atitubed more than a very small percentage of the black 
population during colonial days* It is the Hegro slave 
then that ©hall require most of our - attention*
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The number of Negroes in Virginia Increased very 
slowly for a considerable period following their introduction 
in the yeas* 16X9 * lone came in- 16-2 0; one came in the James 
in l6;21| one came 1m the Margaret and John in 1 6 2 2; and one 
in -the Swan in 1623* In 1625* when the white population 
numbered 1209# there were only twenty~three Hegross in the 
Colony# the same number as reported In 1623* One had died 
and one child had been born, so apparently there was no 
importation of Hegroaa .during the years 162l|» and 1625*^
The legroes continued to toe brought In slowly and 
sporadically during the balance of the first half of the 
seventeenth century* In X6ij.9* thirty years after the origin 
nal twenty had been landed at Jamestown# the number of 
Negroes was reckoned at only three hundred out of a total, 
population of fifteen t h o u s a n d The rate of importation 
increased somewhat during the next two decades* Governor 
Berkeley*s report on population for the year l6?l is of 
peculiar Interest because he breaks the figures down Into 
three categories# Out of a total population of i^ O-,000 men* 
women* and children he sayas
There are two- thousand black slaves.* six thousand 
Christian servants* for a oEoFE* 'lime# ""the rest are 
borii in ^ the country or have come in to settle and Beat*
In bettering their condition in a growing country#**0
From the above we 1earn that the Negroes at this time 
comprised one twentieth of the whole population* and were
&6
still outnumbered three to ono by the white servants*
From about this time forward the Negro slave began to 
overtake the white servant as the principal source of plants-* 
tlon labor* although the yearly Importation of white 
servants continued to be larger than that of Negro slaves 
for several years to com©, the number of slaves coming in 
yearly was increasing rapidly, while the number of servant© 
began to decraasa correspondingly:* There were several 
reasons why white servitude should, from this time on, 
gradually give way before Negro slavery* The planters were 
coming to realise the benefits of permanent slave labor over 
the temporary servitude of the whites* The Negro, without 
any preliminary period of ”seasoning*w could stand the work 
in'the fields even on the hottest days of summer* Then too, 
being a slave for life,, the Negro would taka his place more 
readily as one of an organised gang* working with a kind of 
mechanical obedience, than would the indented servant who was 
looking forward to his time of freedom*
at the same time that the colonists were becoming 
aware of the advantages of Negro slavery over indented serv 1» 
tudw, thus creating an. increased demand for the importation 
of -Negroes, steps were being taken In England to satisfy 
this demand* In September, 1672, Charles IX granted a new 
charter which allowed a reorganisation of the Company of 
Royal Adventurers of England Trading into Africa* This 
company, chartered In 166.3, had fallen on evil days due to
2?
the Second But oh War and other casualties* and had become 
bankrupt# the new company# known as the Royal African Com­
pany of England* listed some of England »s richest and moat 
influential men as members# The Duke of York headed the 
list of patentees# as he had that of the Company of Boyal 
Adventurers# The reorganised company was granted an abso­
lute monopoly for the period of one thousand years in 11 the 
whole* entire and only Trade# liberty, use and privilege of 
Trad© and Traffic into and from, the said parts of Africa 
above- mentioned#n The parts of Africa mentioned- wore 
nSouth Barbery* Guinny, Bulng or Angola*1 It was explained 
further that this monopoly was:
"for the buying# selling# bartering and exchanging of* 
for# or with any Gold# Silver* negroes* Slaves* goods* 
wares and merchandises whatsoever to be rented or found 
at or within any of the Cities* Towns.# places# Rivers 
situate or being In the Countries# Islands* Places#
Ports* and Coasts aforementioned* any statute* haw* 
grant# matter* custom® or privilege to the contrary in 
any wise* notwithstanding*1*1
There had boon English stock companies incorporated 
much earlier than this for trade with Africa* The first 
genuine one was the Company of Adventurers of London Trading 
Into Parts of Africa created by James 1 in 1616* Its trading 
voyages were disastrous failure®# and* after three attempts 
which incurred heavy losses* it gave up the effort and sent 
out no more expeditions* In 1631 Charles X granted to a 
group of separate traders the right to the exclusive trade 
with Guinea# Bulng* and Angola for thirty-tone years 
.During the interregnum this patent was still considered in
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operation# The Puritan party called into question the mono** 
poly it granted# and# although the Connell of State renewed 
or regrantsd the patent# it was apparently to a new group of 
men altogether*. The new patentees began to have their 
troubles Immediately due to- the hostility of both the fordgn 
powers and the Stuart forces* During the Interregnum the 
losses on the African coast were estimated at ££00#000* and 
this company1® efforts to develop the trade were soon 
abandoned*^
It is evident from the above accounts that these 
earlier companies# while theoretically enjoying a monopoly 
of trade to certain portions of the west coast of Africa# 
actually were unable to successfully carry on this trade* 
Furthermore they did not confine their efforts to the slave 
trade* As late m  1-665 the Company of Royal Adventurers of 
England estimated its yearly returns from ivory# wax* hides* 
woods* and pepper at &XOO»OO0> that from Negro slaves at 
1100,000, and that from gold at 6200,000.***
With the advent of the Eoyal African Company things 
began to 'look up for the English slave traders* The Company 
was now organised on a sound financial basis; the ending of 
the Third Butch War in X6?i| materially reduced foreign inter* 
ferenoej and the Company now devoted a greater share of its 
attention to the trade in slaves# The great continuing 
problem of the Company was the protection of its monopoly 
rights# Private traders# or interlopers as they were called*
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continued, to engage- in the African trade in defiance of the 
monopoly righta granted by the King♦s charter* Thee# pri­
vate trader# at all times delivered more Hegro slave# to 
Virginia than did the ftoyal African Company* This was 
especially so after 1 698# when m  act was passed by parlia** 
ment which legally opened the African trad© to private 
traders from England* and from the English colonies in. 
America*^ **
Philip A* Bruce, in his Economic History of Virginia 
in the Seventeenth Pentury.* estimate# that at the close of 
that century there were about 6*000 Negroes in the Colony*^ 
This number is quit# in accord with the expected increase In 
the rat© of Importation* The Boyal African Company was 
reorganised the year following Berkeley*© report of 2*000 
Negroes in the Colony in 16? 1* From that year- on we would, 
look for a gradual increase in slave importations* with a 
sudden rise after I69B when the private traders joined in 
legally*
if the figure of 6*000 HO gross in Virginia is eor«* 
rect for the year 1700# then the slave population more than 
doubled in a period of less than ten years* Elisabeth 
Donn&n* in her monumental work of collecting documents con* 
corning the slave trad# to America* has given us definite 
figure© for this period* From June 2l|* 1699 to October 12* 
1708* there were a total of 6*607 slaves imported into 
Virginia* It is interesting to learn that of this- total*
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5>928 were brought in by separate traders, while only 6?9 
were delivered by the Boyal African Company# -toother 
interesting fact la that 6,371 of these sieves came in 
thirty-six vessels directly from the coast of Africa* while 
only three vessels bearing 2.36 sieves came by way of the 
island of Barbados in the West Indies* . For the eight-year 
period from December 10, 17X0 to December 10, 1718, the 
number imported dropped somewhat, the total amounting to 
only It*528* Relative to this decrease, governor Spotswood 
wrote to the Board of Trade on 26 July, 1712, that there had 
been no Xegroes imported from Africa since his arrival in 
Virginia, “nor like to be while the price of tobacco is so 
low, and the country so much in debt,.1 On 11 February, 1713, 
he sent to the board a list showing only 113 slaves Imported 
in the year 1712, again saying there was no- reason to expect 
many more “while the price of tobacco continues so low, and 
the country by that means so poor#** The reply of the board 
to this * letter predicted a speedy increase in the price of 
tobacco once the French trade was opened up. That things 
did become more prosperous and flourishing is indicated by 
the figures on slave Importations for the next period 
reported# From March 25, 1718 to March 25# 1727, 11,091 
Negro slaves were brought into Virginia* It is true that 
these figures are for a nine-year period whereas the pre­
vious one covered only eight years| but, allowing for the 
extra year# the rate of importation had still more than
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doubled over the earlier period. In addition to the tremen-
r
dous increase, it is interesting to note that the Royal 
African Company sent only ij.27 slaves in two ships during 
this whole period, while separate traders sent seventy-six 
shiploads totalling 10,661+, Another interesting fact is 
that of the total imports of over 11,000 during this time, 
8,612 came into the York River District, 2,186 into the 
Rappahannock River District, and only 293 into the Upper and 
Lower James River Districts combined. These figures cover 
only the vessels bringing Negroes direct from the coast of 
Africa, There must have been some from the West Indies also.
Adding up the totals imported during these three 
periods we have a grand total of 22,2*26 slaves brought into 
Virginia between June, 1699 and March, 1727* With say 
5,000 in the Colony at the time these records start, and 
allowing for a natural increase of about 2,000 during this 
period, there must have been nearly 30,000 Negroes in 
Virginia by the year 1728. That this is approximately 
correct is borne out by a letter from Governor Gooch to the 
Board of Trade reporting 30,000 Negroes in Virginia in a 
population of lllj.,000 for the year 1730.
In the short space of thirty years then we have the 
Negro population increasing fivefold. What sort of creatures 
were these that were flooding the small colony in ever- 
increasing numbers? Some would answer that they were 
Negroes from the continent of Africa. This is true, but it
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la not the whole story. it should be remembered that Africa 
is peopled by many tribes# m%& thst these tribes differ 
widely in many important respecta# Some were from the hot# 
humid equatorial district, while others came from the more 
temperate sonea both north-and south of the equator, Lot uc 
examine the reported traits of some ten or more of these 
tribes whose members were brought into the American colonies* 
The Senegalese had a strong Arabic, strain in their ancestry* 
They were the most intelligent of all, but not vary robust* 
They were considered the best for domestic service* and were 
most easily trained in the handicrafts and for responsible 
positions on the plantations* The Ifandingoes were ©ape* 
'daily gentle# but peculiarly prone to theft* Tho Coro* 
mantees from the Gold Coast were hardy and stalwart of mind 
and body* They were haughty, ferocious, and stubborn, and 
often exhibited a apartan fortitude* Frequently they proved 
to b© the instigators of alav© insurrections and conspire* 
else* Yob their intense spirit of loyalty made them the 
most highly prlaed of .servants by those masters who could 
evoke this loyalty* The Why&aha, l&goes, and Pawpaws of the 
Slave Coast were generally moot ©steemed of all# They were 
lusty. Industrious# cheerful, and submissive* With their 
strength, ■willingness, and cheerfulness they made excellent 
workers, and at the same time caused very little trouble*
The Bboes or Moeooe are described as having a sickly yellow 
tinge in their complexion, jaundiced eyes, and prognathous
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faces like baboons. The men mere said to bo Xaay* despon­
dent * and prone to suicide* The G&boons from the equatorial 
district ware the worst reputed of all* The debility of 
their constitutions was so great that they were apt to die 
on their passage over or shortly after arrival in America*
The Congo## and Angolas were slender* with glossy black -skin* 
mild in disposition* unusually honest, but exceptionally 
stupid# The Congees# Angolas* and Eboes were especially 
prone to run. away*^®
If we consider soma of the traits enumerated above 
it become# easy to understand why the Colony was plagued by 
a aerie# of more or less serious slave uprisings# m  well 
■&&' innumerable cases of individual revolt# and runaway 
slaves* You would expect the fierce# proud Coromantees to 
take the .lead in any such schemes for gaining freedom* Yet 
others of this proud tribe# whose loyalty had been won by 
deserving masters* might counsel against such plots as being 
treasonable and tmworthy* You might expect the la&y# despon­
dent Eboea# the weak Gaboon#*, and the stupid Congo#s and 
Angola# to follow wherever their more energetic leaders 
directed* It was from these Xatter-manttoned tribes that 
most of the runaways were supposed to come* while only the 
Eboe is mentioned a# weakly attempting a solution of hi# 
problem# by suicide*
In the principal importing, colonies careful study was 
given to the comparative qualities of the several African
3k
stocks* Of the Coromantees Christopher Codr ing ton* Dovernor 
of the Leeward Islands* wrote in 1?01 to the English Board 
of Tradet
They are not only the beat and moat faithful of aor 
alaves# but are really all born heroes* There is a 
difference between them and all other negroes beyond 
what His possible' for your Lordships to conceive*
There never was a raskal or coward of fcht* nation# 
Intrepid to the last degree* not a man of them but will 
stand to be cut to pieces without a sigh or groan* 
grateful and obedient to a kind master* but implacably 
revengeful when ill-treated# My Father* who had studied 
the genius and temper of all kinds of negroes 1*5 years 
with a very nice observation* would say*’"".floe man deserved 
a Cerrarnante that would-not treat him like a Friend 
rather than a Slave# and all my Carramantea preserve 
that love and veneration for him that they constantly 
visit hia grave* make their libations upon lb# hold up 
their hands bo Heaven with violent lamentations* and 
promise when they have done working for his son they 
will epme to- him and be his faithful slaves in the other 
world
Apparently the planters of Virginia did not pay too 
much attention to this variation In the qualities of the 
different tribes# Probably this was due largely to necessity* 
Virginia was never a largo slave market as compared with the 
West Indies; and the Colony did not have the years of experi­
ence that had been gained in the Islands# Sometimes the 
advertisements offering ala\y@s for sale mentioned that they 
came from the Gold Coast— meaning Gorom&ntes— or were from 
Gambia— which meant mainly Mandingoea— but usually they 
specified only a certain number of llegroee from the African 
coast for sale* However the notices of runaways indicate 
that Hogroes from various parts of Africa were brought to 
Virginia markets* and that some of the planters at any rate
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distinguished clearly between the different tribes* The 
following are examples that appeared from time to time in 
the Virginia Onset tea n'he is a young .Angola Hegro"j ?la 
very Black riundtgo negro Man**; %  Eat.lve of Madagascar**! 
nm Congo Hegr© slave*; "of the ©use- country”; "Hew Megro 
Fellow *. « * calls himself Bonne and says he- came from a 
Place of that n » e  in the Xbo Country* in Africa11* "marked 
In the face as the Gold Coast slaves generally are *
Virginia never had one port that became the great 
slave market for the Colony as did Charleston for South 
Carolina* or Hewport for Rhode Island* After a duty was 
placed on slaves. In 1699* they were brought into the. five' 
one tom districts where they were entered and the duty paid*. 
By far the largest number entered through the York River 
District* The other four districts were the Rappahannock# 
the Potomac* and the Upper and Lower lames# Prior to the 
establishment of these ports of entry and the laying of a 
duty on slaves* the ships sailed from place to place on the 
rivers* peddling their slaves at various plantation docks# 
The prices obtained for slaves in good condition ranged from 
about L20 to &3S at the turn of the century* Young men. and 
women brought more than did boys and girls or the older 
adults* Later on the prices were much higher* The diseased 
or otherwise unfit were sold for whatever price they would 
bring* It appears that a certain physician developed quite 
a "racket" in this connection# He would buy up these unfit
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ones at a low price# restore a good percentage of them, to 
health# and sell them at an enormous profit***3.
Those savages so recently' -arrived from Africa of 
course spoke no English* Furthermore the members of the 
separate tribe® spoke.in different dialects# so we can 
readily picture the confused clamor from newly-arrived 
Africans which Governor Spot©wood labelled "that babel of 
languages*1*^
There were a few oases of uprisings before the* end of 
the seventeenth century# but Kegro slaves were not involved 
in all of them* The first such case recorded was a* conspiracy 
that occurred in Gloucester County in 1663, and there ia no 
evidence that Hogroes had any part in it at all*^ This 
plot was disclosed by one Goto Bertetoead, a white servant*
So grateful were the people for deliverance from what might 
have bean the dire consequences that the Assembly granted 
Serkenhead his freedom and 5»000 pounds of tobacco# and 
passed & measure resolving- that * * * "the 13th of September 
be annually kept holy# being the day those- villains intended 
to put the plot in execution#
It was not until J67S that we discover indications of 
open discontent among the Negroes of Virginia* An act of 
Assembly passed in that year reveals the fact that there were 
slaves' in rebellion in different parts of the Colony at this 
time,,and that. It had been found so far impossible to subdue 
and capture them* There does not appear to have been
concerted movement among them resembling an organised insur­
rection; It was rather a number of eases in-which a few*, or 
perhaps only one or two# had taken refuge- in the wilderness 
of forest* The act referred to above authorised whoever
should seek to capture them* whether by legal warrant or by
(.
hue and cry# to kill them on the spot If they attempted to 
resist arrest*. Any master losing a slave under these cir­
cumstances would b© • recompensed at the public- charge to the 
extent of forty-five: hundred pounds of tobacco* If the 
Negro was wounded during the process of his capture the 
master was reimbursed - for the lose of his services during 
the- time of his disability*55
What appears to .have been, a large-scale plot was dis­
covered in the Northern Neck in 168?* Apparently the Negroes 
planned to kill the whites of that region# and then carry­
out the same program throughout the whole- colony* It was 
decided that the plan must have been formed while Negroes 
were walking abroad on Saturday afternoons or Sundays or 
meeting in large numbers at legro funerals* This led the 
Council to issue a proclamation * * * "requiring a strlckt 
observance of the Saver all Laws of this Collany rel&tolng to 
Negroes* and to require and Demand all Masters of families 
havelog any Negro Slaves# not to permitt them to hold or make 
any Solemnity or Funeralls for any deetoadied N e g r o e s *"56 
There were cases occasionally of individual slaves* 
who had run away - and become such notorious outlaws by the
outrages they committed# that they ware referred to by name 
in special acta of the Assembly* Such a ease was that of 
the Negro slave Billy who had absented himself unlawfully 
from his master1® service for several years about the turn 
of the century* During this period he was supposedly lying 
out and lurking in obscure places throughout the three 
counties of Games City# York, and New Kent* He was charged 
with destroying and devouring crops- and stocks# robbing' 
houses, and injuring or threatening injury to various 
people* A reward of one thousand pounds of tobacco was 
offered for the body of this outlaw whether produced dead or 
alive| and the law provided that if he wore killed in pur­
suance of this act his- master was to be paid four thousand 
pounds of tobacco by the public*57
That the colonists were deeply concerned over these 
fugitive ife-greee and the threat of real uprisings, is shown 
by the frequency and severity of certain laws passed during 
the latter part of the seventeenth century* One such law 
passed in 1630* and entitled "An act for preventing Negroes 
Insurrections,” not only provided for the- lawful killing of 
fugitives who resisted arrest, but forbade any Negro, slave 
or free, to arm himself with any weapon of defense or offense* 
As a slave could not be punished like a servant who had 
raised his hand against his master, by an extension of his 
term, his owner was permitted to Inflict corporal punish­
ment upon him* If he happened to die as a result of the
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sever1fcy or this punishment, to# master was not hold guilty 
of felony# It being presumed by the law that the act was 
devoid of malice# since no man would voluntarily destroy 
M s  own property# A slave had to have a certificate signed 
by his master# mistress, or overseer before -he could law** 
fully leave hia master1# ground* to make certain that the 
provisions of this law.were known to all it was required 
that It be published twice a year at all county courts and 
parish churches* Feeling that the act had not had its 
intended effect ftfor want of due notice thereof being 
taken#* the Assembly two years later put teeth in the clause- 
requiring eemi--annual publication# by providing a fine of 
six hundred pounds of tobacco against churchwardens* 
ministers# and readers * If to# act was not road out in 
church on# Sunday in March and one la September*
An act passed in 1691 reiterated earlier provisions 
for apprehending fugitive slaves and provided that masters 
should be reimbursed at the rate of four thousand pounds of 
tobacco for any slave who might be killed in pursuance of 
toe act*
The intense feeling against mixture of the races is 
shown by provisions tacked on to this law providing severe 
penalties against intermarriage or cohabitation between 
the English and people of color* -fMs feature of the law- 
says In parti
ho
Ami for prevention of that abominable mixture*- and 
spurious Issue which hereafter may encrease In this 
dominion, as well by negroes, mulattoes* and Indians 
intermarrying with English or other white women* as 
by their unlawfull accompanying with one another-, Be 
it enacted,. # , , that for the time to come, whatsoever 
English or other white man or woman being free shall 
intermarry with a negroa, mulatto, or Indian man or 
woman bond-or free shall within three months after such 
marriage be banished and removed from this dominion 
forever * * * » And be it farther enacted * * * * That 
If any English woman being free shall have a bastard 
child by any negro or mulatto, she pay the sums of 
fifteen pounds sterling, within one meneth after such 
bastard child shall be born, to the Church wardens of 
the parish where she shall be delivered of such child, 
and in default of such payment she shall be taken into 
the possession of the said Church wardens and -disposed 
of for five- years, * * * *
In the following year the Assembly passed a law 
entitled. *An act for th© more speedy prosecution of slaves 
committing Capital! Crimes*1 It provided for the appoint** 
ment of courts of over and terminer by the governor in the 
county where the slave was charged with the capital offense. 
These courts would arraign and indict the offender, hoar 
the evidence# and award sentence without the judgment of a
jury,50
By the close of the seventeenth century the Negro 
slave had hie freedom of action so circumscribed by'special 
laws that he was bound to his master's'land almost as firmly 
as the trees which grew upon it*
IN THE EIGHTEEN®! CEtlTTOY
CHAPTER 111
The early years of the eighteenth century saw a change 
take place in the economic system of the tobacco colonies* 
Throughout the seventeenth century the economy of Virginia, 
and Maryland had rested upon the labor of the poor white 
man* ■either as servant or as small free farmer* The larger 
planters had always been In need of laborers, and had 
depended on the surplus population of the mother country to 
supply the®* But, with the coming of the black man in sub­
stantial numbers, all- this was changed* The Virginians were 
sure they had found the answer to all their labor problems 
In the shiploads of African slaves which now entered their 
rivers so frequently* As we have seen la the previous; 
chapter, the Negroes began to arrive In the Chesapeake in 
fairly large numbers toward the end of the seventeenth 
century| and, as the number of blacks grew yearly larger, the 
Influx of whites from the mother country slowly dwindled and 
almost died out* It was not, however, until about the second 
decade of the new century that the Negro slaves actually 
accomplished the overthrow of the old system, of labor, and 
laid the foundations of a new social structure#59
There is little doubt that this change was desirable 
from an economic standpoint; and apparently fills Is the only- 
one that received much consideration* The Indentured ser­
vant could, at best, be held for only a few years, usually
kJ
leaving to -set up for himself at about the time he achieved 
hie greatest usefulness to his master* This created a 
recurring and vexing problem, ©specially to the planter 
attempting to cultivate a large acreage* Each year ho must 
recruit possibly one third or one fourth of his labor crew 
from new and unseasoned emigrants to replace the trained and 
seasoned hands he was continually losing* The Negro ©lave, 
on the other hand, was his for life* Not only could he use 
the slaves he purchased for as long as they were able to 
work in the fields, hut their children were also his 
property and could he worked as soon as they wore old enough 
to- he useful*. A further advantage that the slave owner had 
over the master of white servants was that the-'newly arrived 
whites from .Europe required a period of **seasoning” to fit 
them for work in the fields% the Negroes* on the other hand, 
could stand the work right from, the start even on the hottest 
summer days*
Thu® in the' long run the Negro slave was a more 
satisfactory and far cheaper worker than the white servant* 
Even from the strict dollars and cent-®— or pound® and 
pence— viewpoint, this was so* la the early years of the 
eighteenth century -a young lusty slave could be purchased at 
an average price of 2»25* Such a slave should serve his 
master for' at least twenty-five years* and perhaps add off­
spring to later swell the labor force* Thus, the slave would 
cost no more than one pound sterling per' year* On the other
hand, a male servant at that time represented an average out­
lay of about three pounds sterling for each year of service*^® 
Another factor which added to the 00s.t of the indentured 
servant was his nfreedom dues*11 By this was meant the 
articles of food and clothing given to the servant on the 
expiration of his term' of service* According to Hobart 
Beverley, who wrote about Virginia In 1705 and prepared' a 
revised edition in 1722, *Each Servant at his Freedom, 
receives of his Master fifteen Bushels of Corn, (which is 
sufficient for a whole year) and' two- new Suits of Cloaths, 
both Birman and Woollen; and then becomes as free in all 
respects, and as much entitulad to the Liberties, and Privl- 
ledges of the Country, a# any other of the Inhabitants or 
Natives are *
It seems -quite evident that neither the seller nor 
the buyer of these black savages was eonsclous of any foaling 
of wrongdoing# They regarded the Negro, fresh from the 
jungles of Africa, as hardly human; as just another beast of 
burden with, perhaps, slightly more Intelligence than the 
oxen or horses that pulled the plough and hauled the loads# 
this opinion was certainly held by many of the people in the 
seventeenth century, and particularly of those Negroes 
recently arrived from Africa* The extreme attitude of some 
of the planters In the English Colonies towards the moral 
elevation of the llegro slave through baptism was revealed by 
Morgan Oodwyn# the author of The lieisrois and Indian1®
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Advocate* an eloquent; plea for the souls of the slaves and 
the Indians written, in 1680* He cites the case of a lady of 
Barbados® mhen he sought permission to have one of her 
slaves b&ptlaed* The lady replied that he might as well 
baptise puppies as Hegross* On another occasion when he 
was successful in baptising a young Negro man, the mistress 
of the slave sent Godwyn a message, t4That Baptism * * * was 
to one of those no more beneficial, than to her black 
Bitch* While these are extreme examples of the attitude 
toward Negroes, It does appear that many of the early planters 
of Virginia as well as Barbsdoes thought It an Impropriety, 
or at best a waste of time and effort, to attempt to 
Christianise slaves* In the early days of slavery, in 
Virginia many people had the idea that the act of baptising 
a slave operated to free him from bondage, and this undoubtedly 
restrained, many masters from encouraging conversion and bap­
tism* This deterrent was removed by a law in 1607 which 
©aid that baptism of slaves did not exempt the® from bondage, 
and by a law of 1002 which provided that prior baptism did _ 
not keep Negroes from, being sold as slaves* Because of 
these laws or because there was a real change of feeling 
toward the Negro, It la certain, that his lot improved some­
what with the coming of the new century# This was probably 
due in large part to the increasing numbers of Virginia-born 
Negroes* No longer were the majority of the- blacks those 
who had but recently arrived from Africa with their savage
ways and their babel of foreign dialects* And* as the per** 
oentage of those bora on these shores or long resident here 
became larger, the whit© populace came to regard them in a 
somewhat different light*
Efforts were mad© by members of the Church of 
England to spread the Gospel to the heathens in America* In 
1701 the Society for the propagation of the Gospel In Foreign 
Parts was incorporated, and the Archbishop of Canterbury was 
appointed its first- president by the King* This society was 
formed primarily for the purpose of Improving the religious 
Institutions and privileges among the Church of England 
members In the North American'Colonics* Its secondary pur-* 
pose was to extend th© Gospel to the Indians and Wegroes*^ 
After tw@nty**slx years of rather indifferent success by the 
missionaries of the Society in the Worth American Colonies, 
the Bishop of London*, who was charged with religious affairs 
in the Colonies* attempted to speed up the good work of 
converting th© Hegroes* He wrote two letters on the sub-**
Jecfc In 1727* Th© first was addressed to the '^ Masters and 
Mistresses of Families in th© English Plantations abroad; 
exhorting them to encourage and promote the Instruction of 
their Hegroes in th© Christian Faith*11 The second latter 
was addressed to the ^Missionaries In. the English Plantations 
exhorting the®, to give their assistance towards the Instruct 
tion of the tfegroes of their several. Parishes in the 
Christian Faith. "6i+
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Apparently there was no parallax attempt by the
American colonists prior to.the devolution to bring the 
llegroes to Christianity# .Charles 0, clones in hi a
say in his summing up of the period 1620*1790* f,The 
African « # # never received from the colonists themselves a 
solitary missionary exclusively devoted to their good; nor 
was there ever a single society established within, the 
Colonies# that we know of# with the express design of pro* 
mo ting their religious instruction!fl heat the reader get a 
false impression from this, he hurries to adds 1 The con* 
■elusion# however# would be unwarrantable, that they were 
wholly neglected#'’ He explains this by referring to the 
interest shown by societies in Europe; by the good work of 
some imn of learning and piety; and by -the earnest appeals 
written to promote their religions instruction# He tells of 
the attempts made to send over missionaries# and also to 
engage the services of the settled clergy in their behalf#
Be says the Church of England took the lead in this good 
work# Mr* Jones also added that efforts were made for the 
instruction of the negroes* especially in the Southern 
Colonics* where their numbers were greater;
and that owners did to some small extent desire 
and attempt the instruction of their households; and 
that the settled as well as itinerant ministers did not 
wholly neglect them# Many Hcgrocc were received into 
the churches from one end of the Colonies to the other* 
and the rest and privileges of the Lord’s-d&y were 
secured to them either by custom or law*0-5
States has this toinstruction of the Hegroes in the
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So* while it ia probable that the majority of masters 
war© more concerned with the physical than the spiritual 
welfax’b of their Negroes* it is true that many took an 
Interest in their Instruction and their conversion*
With the great influx of Negro slaves in the opening 
years of the eighteenth century# most of them- coming 
directly from the west coast of Africa# there was a growing 
dread of Negro uprisings* 'The first conspiracy* serious 
enough to be recorded in official documents* took place 
early in the year 1?09* It involved Indian and Negro slaves 
and covered a wide territory# being discovered simultaneously 
in the Counties of James City# Surry# and Isle of light# 
Special courts were appointed by Governor Jenings in Council 
to meet in two of the affected Counties* Following is the 
report* under date of March 2lf* 1709$ submitted to the 
Governor by the court which met In Surry Countyt
Honorable Sir
Pursuant to an order of your Honour In Council!* 
dated the 21st Instant* directing the- Examination of 
Several! Negro and Indian slaves concerned In a bate 
Dangerous Conspiracy* formed and Carried on by groat 
numbers of the said negroes and Indian slaves for 
making their Escape by force from the- Service of their 
mastera# and for the Destroying and cutting off such 
of her Majesties Subjects as Should oppose their 
Design* We* the subscribers* have accordingly proceeded 
to the said Examination * * * -and have punished and 
Discharged all except Mr* William Edward’s Solpio#
Mr* Joseph John Jackmans1 Salvador©# and Tom Shaw* 
Belonging to Mr* Samuel Thompson* who* we arc of 
opinion, are the Principal Contrivers and most remark* 
able- in the aforesaid Conspiracy* who do still continue 
In the Goal of the County till further orders from your
Us>
Honour* As to the probablllity of the Testimony, It 
appears to us very clearly from the Evidence that wo have 
taken, that Bcipio and Mr. Samuel Thompsons' Peter, who 
is now outlawed, were the first and Chelf promoters of 
that wicked and pernicious designs* Their Behaviour,, as - 
well as that of Tom Shaw, having allways been, but more 
Especially for some little time past, very rude and 
Insolent* As to Salvadors* h© has been a great promoter 
and litoourager in persuading of ’em to the probabllilty 
of Effecting their design® and in promlsslng of ’em his 
Assistance therein*
We are your Honour’s






The court that met in. Isle of Wight County on March 
2?bh found that none of the Negroes held In custody- there 
were principal agents In the conspiracy* They found that 
on® Manuell* a Negro belonging to Mr* John George, was impll* 
eated in knowledge of the plan by the confession of Scipio, 
and by his own confession* He was ordered to receive 1 Forty 
hashes upon his bare back, well layd on*11 James Booth, a 
free Negro, was found guilty of knowledge of the conspiracy# 
and of entertaining several of the conspirators at his house* 
It was ordered that he receive bwant-y~uln® lashes “upon M s  
bare Back, well layd on.
The gruesome fate- of the two principal malefactors 
from Surry County can best be told in the-official wording 
of the Executive Journals of the Council of Colonial Virginia* 
Under the date of April 27, 1?X0, the Governor and Council 
ordered as follows;
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areas Salvador® an Indian, and Sclpio a K-egro Slavas 
have boon tryed this General, Court and found guilty of 
high treason, and Sentence of death passed on ' them 
accordingly to the end- therefore that their execution 
and exemplary punishment may have a due effect for 
deterring other Slaves from'entering into such dangerous 
Conspiracy® It Is Ordered that Salvador® be executed 
{according to the Sentence passed on him) at the Court 
house of Surry County on the first Tuesday In May, and 
that hie body'be disposed of as follows vis# his head 
to be delivered to the Sharif of James City County and 
by him sett up at the City of Williamsburg# Two of his 
quarters likewise delivered to the g® Sharif of James 
City one whereof he is to cause to be sett up at the 
great guns In James City and the other to deliver to 
the Sherif of New lent County to be sett up In the most 
publick place of the said County, and the other two 
quarters to be disposed of an sett up as the Justices 
of the County of Surry shall think fltt to direct* And 
It is ordered that Solpio be executed at the Court 
house of Gloucester County at 'the next Court to be held 
for the said County In May and bis body disposed of In 
manner following vis* his' head and one' of his quarters 
sett up where the Justices of the said County of 
Gloucester shall think fltt two of his quarters to be 
delivered to the Sharif of Middlesex on© of which he' la 
to cause to be put up in the most publick place of the 
county of Middlesex and the other to cause to be 
delivered to the Sherif of the County of Lancaster to 
be sett up in the most publick place of the said County# 
And the Sharif of Gloucester Is to cause the other 
quarter of the said seiplo to be delivered to the Sherif 
of King and Queen County to be sett up in the most 
pablick place of the said County* And all the said 
Sherife are hereby directed and required to cause the 
several Articles of this order to be duly performed 
and it la recommended to the Courts of the.' respective 
Oountyg to levy the charge thereof on their said 
County 8*^*
This terrible warning came too late to prevent a 
second conspiracy which occurred earlier in the same month 
of April, 1710# This conspiracy involved Negroes of Surry 
and James City Counties# Li out enant -Governor Jenings:*. report 
to the Council of Trade and Plantations* written April 2k $ 
1710, is the beet available evidence we have on this 
occurrencei
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There hath of late been very happily discovered an 
intended insurrection of the negroes# which was to have 
been put in execution'in Surry and James City Countys 
on Easter Bay# but the chief conspirators having been 
seasonably apprehended# their design is broke# There 
are two of them tryed this General Court# found guilty# 
and will be executed# and 1 hope their fate will strike 
such a terror in the other nogros as will keep them 
from forming such designs for the future# without being 
obliged to make>an example of any more of them*00
Alexander Spot-awood succeeded Edmund Jenings as 
Lteutemtot^Goveraor of.Virginia In June# 1?10. Bight from 
the start Spotewood manifested his awareness of the serious 
danger which threatened the Colony fro® a possible uprising 
Ojf the Indians or Hegroes* In his first speech to the 
Assembly which met October 25# 1?I0# almost his opening 
words were devoted to citing the dangers from those held in 
slavery and urging a strengthening of the mllit!aj
I Would Willingly Whisper to You the Strength of 
Your Country and the State of Your Militi&f Which on 
the foot It Stands is so Imaginary A Be fence# that 
we Cannot too Cautiously Conceal- it from our Neighbours 
and our Slaves# nor too Earnestly Fray that neither the 
Lust of Dominion# nor the Desire of freedom may stir 
those people to any Attempts the Latter Sort (I mean 
our Negro*s)'by Their B&yXy Enerease Seem to be The 
Most Dangerous % And the TryaXs of Last tor 11.1 Court 
may shew that we are not to Depend-on ETtHeF”fc he 1 r 
Stupidity or that Babel of. Language# among *em; freedom 
Wears a Cap which Can Without a Tongue# Call Togathen 
all Those who Long to Shako of the fetters of Slavery 
and as Such an Insurrection would surely be attended 
with Most Breadfull Consequences so 1 think we Cannot 
be too Early in providing Against it# both by putting 
our Selves In a. better posture of Defence and by Making 
a Law to prevent the Consultations of Those Negros*™
Despite this eloquent plea# no law was passed by either 
session of the Assembly of X7X0**XY12 to strengthen the 
militia# or to better regulate the tfegroes*^® However the
1710 session did revive and continue a former law entitled 
**An act for security and defence of the country In times of 
danger*9 This act had been passed*in 1705 but# due to a 
limitation clause# had expired at the end of June# 1708*
By its terms the'governor was authorised to call out the 
militia In case of invasion or insurrection! commanding 
officers of the militia'were authorised to impress necessary 
provisions# land vehicles# boats# etc*; and a schedule of 
pay for the rank and-file of the militia was authorised If 
they were employed for any period exceeding four days*^
This same session of the Assembly voted' to free the 
Hegro Will who had revealed the conspiracy in Surry County 
the previous April# In the same act they provided that forty 
pounds sterling be paid to Bobert Baffin* Will’s master, for 
the loss of the slave’s services*^
The second- session of this Assembly passed a law In
1711 which gave the governor the authority to appoint 
lieutenants of rangers, with each such lieutenant authorised 
to choose eleven men from.his locality to serve with him In 
guarding the frontier* The rangers were organised for the 
purpose of guarding the frontiers against Indian atrocities# 
but they probably had. some effect as a deterrent to con** 
spiring Negroes also*
Both the defense and ranger acts were continued by 
the Assembly of 1712~l?lU* with the ranger© being voted an 
increase In pay* The second session of this Assembly* meeting
In November, 1713, enjoyed excellent relations with Governor-
Spotswood and seemed willing to comply with his every wish*
They continued the ranger act, with a proviso empowering the
Governor to disband, them, and to use the pay appropriated
for them in any way he saw fit for the better security of
the frontiers#^ Although this good relationship did not
continue between Spot3wood and subsequent Assemblies, hm
managed to get some much needed reforms in the defense® of
the Colony* Whether because of these measures* or because
%
of the example set by the grim, fate of the ringleaders in
the conspiracies of 1?09 and 1710, or perhaps partly because
of each# there was no insurrection of the Negroes reported
during the twelve years of.. Governor Spotswood *s administration*
Hugh Prysd&le took- the oath as lieutenant Governor
of Virginia September 27, .1722* One of the first things
requiring his attention was a plot discovered among the
Negro slaves# At a meeting with the Council October 16,
I7 2 2, the fallowing minutes were recorded)
The Governor representing to this Board that there 
are in the pub11ok Goal divers Negros, who had lately 
fomed a design to rise and cubt of 'his Subjects
of tM© Colony; But for m  much as his ilaj*v® Attorney 
General, conceives the Evidence against them being 
■only Negros, and those not' Christiana are not such 
Evidence as is sufficient to convict the Criminals upon 
an Indictment to be exhibited against them for high 
Treason; and thereupon desiring the Opinion of this 
Board what method shall be taken for proceeding against 
the Offenders* The Council taking the same into Con* 
sldoratlon are of Opinion, That Mr* Attn7 be directed 
to proceed against the Offenders by Indiofm^ for Mie~ 
demeanors, and that he procure all the Evidence that 
can. be found against them*™
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In reporting this event to the Council of Trade and 
'"Plantations, Brysdale wrote on Dee ember 20., 1722, that the 
conspiracy had covered two or three bounties* H© said that • 
several of the ringleaders had been taken and tried, and 
that others were in prison being held for the next General 
Court* He then added;
the design of these slaves was to cutt off their 
masters, and possess themselves of the country; but as 
this would have been as Impracticable in the attempt 
as it was foolish in the contrivance, I can foresee no 
other consequence of this conspiracy than the stirring 
upp the next Assembly .to make more severe laws for 
keeping their slaves In greater subjection ete#*^
There was good reason for the next Assembly, which 
met May 9# 1723, to be nstirred up#1* Shortly before the 
Burgesses assembled in Williamsburg another conspiracy among 
the slaves had been discovered in Middlesex and Gloucester 
Counties* In this case, as in the conspiracy of the previous 
fall, the only witnesses against the leaders of the plot 
were the other Negroes, so It was Impossible to convict 
them for treason* These two conspiracies coming s o  close 
together, and the weakness of the existing laws to adequately 
punish the offenders, gave point to these remarks of.Governor 
Dryadale In his opening address to the Assembly:
Your Laws seem very deficient in the due.,? punishing 
any Intended Insurrection of your Slavesi You have had 
a late .Experience of the Lameness of them, X am per** 
awaded you are all too well acquainted with the.Cruel 
dispositions of those Creatures when they have it in 
their power either to destroy or distress, to let slip 
this fair Oppertunity.of makelug more proper laws 
against them * * * *70
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The Assembly took the Governor * a message to Heart, 
and proceeded promptly to- -enact legislation designed to 
plug the loopholes in their laws* Before they were pro* 
rogued the following month they Had passed several measures 
aimed at preventing m recurrence -of the recent conspiracies*
One of these acts provided for transportation and sal© of 
the seven Megro slaves suspected of being ringleaders in 
the late conspiracy* This' law provided public funds for 
payment to the masters of these slaves, and for transporta* 
tion of the seven Negroes to- mi island of the West Indies*
The funds obtained from their sale there would go toward 
partial reimbursement of the public treasury* The Assembly 
revived the act for security and defense of the country in' 
times of danger* They also passed an act Instituting mom© 
much needed reforms of the militia* But the key act was one 
entitled ,fAn Act directing the trial of Slavas committing 
capital crimes and for the more effectual punishing con* 
spiracles and insurrections of them and for the better 
government of Negros, Mulattos, and Indians, bond or free***'1 
The Assembly indicated their awareness of the inadequacy of 
existing laws by their preamble to this act:
Whereas the laws now. in force, for the better order** 
log and governing of slaves, and for the speedy trial .of 
such of them as commit capital crimes, are found insnf- 
#1cleat to restrain their tumultuous and unlawful meetings, 
or to punish the secret plots and conspiracies carried 
on amongst them, and known only to such, m  by the laws 
now established, ©re not accounted legal evidence; And 
It being found necessary, that some further provision 
be made, for detecting and punishing all such dangerous 
combinations for the future * ♦ * *
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Trills act made it a felony if any number of negroes or 
other slaves exceeding five should conspire to rebel or 
make insurrection, or plot the murder of any person or 
persons, and. If convicted, they were to suffer death with* 
out benefit of clergy* The testimony of Negroes', Mulatto©®* 
or Indians* bond or free, would be admitted against slaved 
accused of' capital crimes# If such testimony was proven to 
be false the offender would have both ears nailed to the 
pillory* and out off* and then receive t.hlrby*nlae lashes 
on M s  bar© back*- The law mad© any meeting of more than 
five slaves unlawful unless at their own plantation and 
licensed by their master* It now became unlawful for free 
Negroes and Indians to keep any arms* except those who were 
listed In the militia or were house keepers could keep one 
gun* powder* and shot; and those Who lived at frontier plan** 
tations, whether bond or free* could keep arms if they were 
licensed by some justice of the peace* By the twenty^thlrd 
clause of this comprehensive act the privilege of voting .at 
the election of burgesses nor any other election.whatsoever” 
was denied to fra© Negroes* Mulattos and Indiana*
In December* 1735.# more than a doaen year© after the 
free Negroes, were deprived of the vote, the Lords 0om«* 
mlasioners of Trade decided to inquire the reasons for this 
clause of the law of 1723* Governor Gooch*a reply, in a 
letter dated May 18* 1736* and addressed to Alured Popple, 
Secretary of the Board of Trs.de* throws much light on the
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feelings of the Virginians toward the free Negroes and 
Mulattoee# Governor Gooch explained that the Assembly of 
1723 met just after another conspiracy among the slaves had 
been discovered;
wherein the Free-Negros 8s Mulattos were much Suspected 
to have been Concerned, (which will for ever be the 
Case) -and tho* there, could be no legal Proof, so as to 
Convict them., yet such was the Insolence of the Free* 
Negros at that' time, that the next Assembly thought it 
necessary, not only to make the Meetings of Slaves very 
Penal, but to fix a Perpufeu&l (sic) Brand upon Free* 
Negros ds Mullatos by excluding them from that great 
Prlvlledge of a Freeman, well knowing they always did, 
and ever will favour the Slaves, tod *tls likewise 
said to have been done with design, which X must think 
a good one, to make the free Negros sensible that a dls* 
tln-etion ought to be made between, their Offspring and 
the Descendants of an Englishman, with whom they never 
were to be Accounted .Equal# This, X confess, may seem 
to carry an Air of Severity to Such as are unacquainted 
with the Hature of Negros and the Pride of a manumitted 
Slave, who looks on himself lmedlately on his Acquiring 
his freedom to be as good a Man as the -best of hi© 
Neighbours, tout especially if he is descended of a 
white Father or Mother, lett the® be of what mean Con* 
dltloa soever; and as most of them are the Bastards of 
some of the worst of our Imported Servants and 'Convicts, 
it seems no ways Impolitic!?, m  well for dlseourag&iig 
that kind of Copulation, as to preserve a decent Dis­
tinction between them and their Betters, to leave this 
Mark on them, until time and Education has changed the 
Indication of their spurious Extraction, and made some 
Alterations In their morals*
This letter leaves little 'doubt that the Virginians 
of that day felt that a distinction should he made between 
the whites and the blacks of whatever shade# And it was not 
only In the matter of voting that prejudice against the 
llegro was shown# A law of 1668 reads in part, 41 It Is 
declared * ♦ • that negro- women, though permitted to enjoy 
their Freedom© yet ought not in all respects to- be admitted
to a full fruition of the exemptions ami impunities of the 
English, and are still lyable to payment of taxes***79 For 
over a hundred years free women of color were accounted 
bibh&tole while their white sisters went free of this bur­
den* But in 1769 the Assembly passed an act exempting free 
Negro, Mulatto and Indian women, and all wives, other than 
slaves* from'payment of taxes# The execution of the act was 
suspended until assent of the King was obtained* ■ Boy-al
assent was proclaimed April 3* 1771» so at long last this
Bninequity was removed*w  Even In the matter of payment by 
the .government to widows who lost their husbands in foreign 
expeditions was the woman of color discriminated against#
In the year 1?1|2 three widows, one a white woman*, the other 
two mulattoes, petitioned the General Assembly for relief 
because of the death of their husbands in the recent expe­
dition. against the Spaniards * The action of the House of 
Burgesses in the three claims is enlightening; "Ordered*
That it be an Instruction to the Committee of Claims to 
allow Elisabeth Moss* Widow* the Sum of Fifty Founds Current 
Money; Also* Befrece.a Jones and Elisabeth Kee» Widows* being 
Mulattos* the Sum of Five Founds e&oh*”'^ It would seem 
that Elisabeth Moss1 husband meant ten times as much, to her* 
as did their husbands to the Mulatto womenI In later 
claims this disparity'In allowances was reduced* the majority 
being settled with an award of ten pounds to white widows 
and five pounds to the colored ones# Many of the laws
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directed against the slaves and the free Negroes were deemed 
necessary as safety measures, hut those regarding .voting, 
taxing of colored women* and unequal payment of claims* could 
hardly be so justified* In fact the lawmakers were quite 
honest In admitting that these things were done because they 
did not believe the colored man was as good me the white man#
Despite -Governor Gooch *s determination to keep the 
militia strong and ready* and his firm attitude toward the 
blacks* there were some Negro troubles In the earlier years 
of his long, administration (172?-17£$-9)* On June 29# 1729# 
he reported such an Incident In a letter to the Council of 
Trade and Plantations* He said that some time after- his 
last letter to the Council* about fifteen Negroes from a new 
plantation at the head of the James River formed a design to 
withdraw from their master and settle- in the fastnesses of 
the neighboring mountains* They had gotten possession of 
some arms and ammunition# and had taken with them some pro** 
visions* their "deaths* * bedding* and working tools* They 
were pursued by their master and a party of men* their 
hideout diecovered* and* after exchanging a shot or two 
.wounding one Negro* the slaves surrendered and returned 
home •
Governor Gooch said such events should awaken the 
inhabitants to the danger from the slaves; that a very small 
number of Negroes* once settled in the mountain©* would soon 
be Increased toy other runaways, and-prove dangerous neighbors
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to the frontier inhabitants*. Be reported that he was train*
ifig and exercising the militia la the several counties in the
best means to- deter the slaves from endeavoring to escape#
and to suppress them, if they should
toother thing which caused unrest among the negroes
from time to time was their great propensity for circulating.
rumors of freedom for the slaves* On© such rumor# that
spread with amazing, rapidity among the Sogroes in 1T3 0 # was
that Colonel Spotswood* recently returned from a visit to
.England# had come empowered by the King to free all slaves
that had been baptized* Governor Gooch# in reporting this
to the Board of Trade on September lk* 173$# spoke of many
nmeetlnge and Consultations of the legros in several Parts.
of the Country to obtain their Freedom * * * ♦11 But he went
on to say that no discovery was made of any formed design
for an uprising* just ‘‘loose discourses” that his Majesty' had
sent orders for them to be set free as soon as they were
Christians# and that these orders were suppressed# Governor
Gooch was unable to learn who had started the rumor * and
contented himself' with sending parties of the militia to
take up those slaves found off their masters1 plantations;.
and as a great many have been made Prisoners and
under severe Chastisement by whipping for rambling, 
abroad# I am in hopes by keeping the Militia to their 
Duty# to deter them from any such unlawful Meetings# 
and to convince them that tholxvbe&t way is.to rest 
contented with their Condition#***
Apparently the slaves did not long “retefc contented
with their Condition*11 because about six weeks later a large
6 1
number of Negroes in the Counties of Norfolk and Princess
Anne assembled on Sunday while the people were in church* to
choose officers from among their number to lead them in an
insurrection in the near future* Governor Gooch in his
letter to the Board of Trade on February 12* 1731* added %
But this Heating being happily discovered and many 
of them taken up and examined* the whole' Plot was 
detected* for which the .major .Part of them were severely 
Punished* and four of the Itlnglp&dera * on full Evidence 
convicted* have been executed*™*
With so many disturbances among the Negroes coming in'
rapid succession* the Governor in Council issued a proolataa*.
tlon on the subject* By this proclamation he ordered a more
strict observance of the laws against the unlawful assembly
of Negroes| he required the 'chief officers of the militia in
each county to order out parties to patrol at such times and
places as they saw fib; and proclaimed that worshippers
thereafter would carry arms with them to church# The
various security measures adopted in 1723 and afterwards
must have finally borne fruit because, except for some
unrest among the Negroes in 1755 end 1756 during the French
&6and Indian War* there mere no further serious conspiracies 
reported during the Colonial Period*
It m m  not only In groups that slaves .caused trouble 
for their masters and the minions of the law# There were
t
innumerable oases of runaway slaves all through this period* 
Sometimes two or more joined together in an attempted break 
for freedom; more often* however, Individual slaves would
6a
run off to the woods in order • to 000ape punishmenfcf or to 
get a few days* roet from work! some would resolutely attempt 
escape from Pondage altogether*
All sorts of laws were passed aimed at discouraging 
them from running away# and providing for their punishment 
and return to their masters* Sheriffs apprehending a runa- 
way at a distance were to whip the slave and turn him over 
to the sheriff of the next county nearer hi a master1 a home#, 
Bach sheriff would repeat this process until the slave was 
returned* If it was not known to whom the- fugitive belonged 
he m m  confined In the county jail# and a notice of his 
capture posted on the court-house door* At the and of two 
months— if he was not yet claimed by M s  owner— he was sent 
to the public jail at Williamsburg# and. kept in custody 
there by the sheriff until his master was found* After the 
advent of the Virginia Oa&ette in 1?36* notices were pub­
lished of such runaways* giving minute descriptions of 
their persons and their clothing* Almost every issue of 
the Oygetfce. contained one or more* and sometimes many, such 
notices# Bare is a typical one for the year 1?3 8 :
April 23, 1738
Bun away from the Subscriber in Lancaster County, 
the l?th Instant, a dark, Mu!labto Fellow, named Will;
Be is a lusty, well set fellow, aged.about i|2 years; 
he is pretty much Pock-fretten, and has a Lump on the' 
hind Part of one on his Legs, near' his Heel# Be wore a 
mania Cloth Jacket,- a Pair of brown Cotton Breeches, 
and an o&enbrlg Shirt; he carried with him, a white 
Fustian Jacket, a lopping Ax and a Fiddle; He is a 
Carpenter# Sawyer, Shoemaker, and Cooper* Whoever
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will apprehend the said slave, or give Intelligence so 
that he may be had again, shall be sufficiently rewarded, 
besides what the Law,allows, paid by
Jarnea B a l l 67
Almost, If not all, the masters of slaves resorted to 
whippings or other so-called ncorrections11' of slaves#: Even
the kindest and most even-tempered owners resorted to such 
means when slaves ran away or neglected their work#
William Byrd of We stover makes many references in his 
diary to such forms of correction* He was a large slave­
owner# and undoubtedly one of the highest type of mastersf 
his' diary is sprinkled with entries showing his concern for 
the welfare of his slaves and servants; at one period he 
made daily entries as to the condition of hi a Begro "boy11 
who was quite sick, and seemed genuinely happy to report his 
recovery* Yet his diary contains many entries ..of whippings 
and other corrections meted out to M s  slaves and servants*
The ones who seemed to particularly arouse his ire war© two 
or three of hia house servants* Although inevitably 
referred to as tfservants*rl they were undoubtedly Hegro 
slaves* Following are some typical entries from his diary; 
"Vented my passion against Moll for.doing everything wrong*n 
ntaaka was whipped yeaterday for stealing the rum and 
filling the bottle up with water*11 "Moll was whipped for a 
hundred faults* " ,lEugene was whipped for running away and 
had the Q>l£) put on him*11 nJenny was whipped for abundance 
of faults*" "Eugene was whipped for doing nothing yesterday*11
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"2 chastised Moll and Eugene for not doing their business on 
pretence of sickness**®® William Byrd, like most of the sub­
stantial and respectable planters, had a paternalistic atti­
tude towards M s  servants and slaves# He tried to teach 
them their respective duties, and see that they were 
reasonably faithful in the performance thereof* He doctored 
them when they were sick# and. rejoiced when they recovered* 
And when they ran away or otherwise failed to do their work 
he sometimes whipped them or had them whipped*
But not all masters were just* sober, and self- 
controlled* The following notice in the Virginia Qaaette
shows what could happen to a slave with the wrong kind of
master s
.April 21, 1775
On Saturday, Monday* and Tuesday last* the following 
criminals were' tried at the Oeneral Count, vis*
William pitman, from King George for the murder of 
his negro boy; Guilty
TJhe evidenetes against William Pitman were his own 
son and daughter, by whom, it appeared that their 
father, in the heat of passion*" and when- in liquor, had# 
for same trifling offense* tied his poor negro boy by 
the neck and heels# beat him moat cruelly with a large 
grape vine# and then stamped him to death# This man 
has justly incurred the penalties of the law* and
we hear will certainly suffer; which ought to be a
warning to others to treat their slaves with moderation, 
and not give way to unruly passions# that may bring 
them to an IgnomiMous^jieath, and involve their f ami Ilea 
In their unhappy fats*d^
Occasionally slaves revolted and turned on their 
masters, mistresses* or overseers* This one was not
successful In his attempt as-reported in the Qagefrte. in
Sometime last Month- a Negro Follow belonging to 
!r* Tuns tall Hacks, of -Northumberland County, while his 
Master was asleep,, went’ into his.Chamber in the Bight, 
and with an intent to murder him* He carried with him a 
broad ax and struck him a Blow with It on the Left 
Shoulder and Arm, by which he is very much wounded, but 
his Ilf# is In no hanger* He Immediately made M s  
Escape, and has not yet been heard of* His Honour, the 
Governor has issued a Hue and Cry against M m  directed., 
to the Sheriffs of the several Counties; and 1t!s hoped 
their Endeavours will not be wanting to bring the 
Villain to Justice*^®
An earlier attempt by a female slave was completely 
successful against the life of her mistrees, but her punish­
ment was swift and terrible* The weapon she chose was also 
the bra&d-axe* apparently a favorite weapon, among the 
Hegroes* These two notices, published only three weeks 
apart, tell the grim story in very few words;
Two Commissi one for Courts, of Oyer and Terminer, have 
been issued this Week, for the Tryal of Negroes, One 
for Trying a Negro Woman, for the barbarous Murder of 
her Mistress (Wife of Mr* Frudden in Nanseraond County) 
with a Brosd-Axe*^
And the sequels
The Negro Woman who lately killed her Mistress, in
w v » tiuuiu. 4*.^  wwruv»'
If the punishments meted out to the Negroes seem
extremely severe to us, we must bear in mind that the period 
under consideration was one noted for the harsh and sometimes 
brutal penalties of the law* ~ The criminal law of England, 
after which, that of Virginia was patterned, still provided 
for hanging, drawing, and quartering in the case of treason*
a the Fact, receive#Bans ©mono, upon her T rya.1 00:
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Women who killed their husbands# and servants who killed 
their masters or mistresses wore still sentenced to burning# 
Although Virginia had some special laws dealing with slaves 
and negroes# those were Inspired by the fear of Ilagro- up** - 
risings more than by any desire to inflict harsher punish* 
menta on the blacks.#
A little known fact Is that a considerable number of 
these early slaves used suicide m  a means of ending their 
earthly troubles# In the Order Boole of Albemarle County 
under the date of June 9 # X?U8# appears the following:
Joel Walker*a Deposition#^Joel Walker# the younger 
Son of Joel Walker# was this day sworn and £xsmlnad in 
Court in Halation to the Death of William Walker# his 
Brother, who Deposed he saw Hoger# a Slave belonging 
to his Father# .strike the said William Walker several 
Blows mi the Mead with a Grublng Hoe# which Blows he 
believes to be the Occasion of M s  death! that the 
llegro there upon ran away from his Father1 s.,. and that 
he sometimes afterwards saw the said Hegro Roger 
Hanging and Bead| and further the Deponent saith not# 
etc# Ordered this Deposition be Cerbifyed to the 
Oener# Assembly*^
The following three cases are the only ones that 
could be found in the files of the Virginia Gazette up to the 
year 1775# One of these was unsuccessful In his attempt#
.and another occurred in Pennsylvania rather than Virginia# 
appearing 'under a Philadelphia dateline*
Williamsburg, July 10# 1753
A few Days ago# a fine Ifegro ten Slave# imported in 
one of the late Ships from Africa# belonging to a Wheel* 
wrlght* near this City# taking Hottce of his Masters 
giving another Correction for a Misdemeanor# went to m 
Grindstone and making a Knife sharp cut his own Throat# 
and died on the spot*^4
Philadelphia
On Wednesday last m negro -man# belonging to Mr* Adam 
Baker# .in Cheltenham township# was found hanging on a 
tree by some women who were passing along the road* He 
hung himself- it is supposed, thinking he would go bask 
to his own country» having given that m  a reason for a 
former IStteSplT^when# the rope breaking# prevented his 
Intention*^
Williamsburg# September l!|># 1??S
One day this week a negro man belonging to Mr* Bose* 
man* being- detested in stealing of hogs* and committed 
to gaol; cut his Throat in a terrible manner! but by 
the assistance of an eminent surgeon# he is now in a 
fair way of recovery*^0
Bros the paucity of such accounts in the press it 
might be assumed that such occurrences were rare during the 
period 1736*1 7 7 5* However such was not the case* During 
this period there were thirty*one cases of certain suicide 
aaong the Begro slaves of Virginia, set forth in the Journala 
of the House of Burgesses. These appear in the Journals as 
the result of petitions by the owners to be reimbursed for 
the value of the slaves so lost* These thirty*»o&e petitions# 
with the disposition made in each case will be found in the 
Appendix* Hot one of these suicides is mentioned In the 
Virginia Q-a&etta* The reason for this is not hard to find* 
The death of a Hegro slave Just wasnft newsworthy* Except 
to the master# who suffered a pecuniary and perhaps a sentl* 
mental loss* such a death* even by suicide, was of little 
interest to the reading public* This is brought out even 
more strikingly by the fact that the same printers who pub­
lished the Oaeette during this period were retained to
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prepare copies of the proceedings of* the House of Burgesses# 
During this period the paper published one hundred and 
thirty articles on suicides in Virginia and elsewhere?.but#
me we have seen above# only three among the many Megro sui­
cide a found their way to the press# So apparently It was 
the legro* and not death by .suicide# that failed to qualify 
as news*
The General Assembly passed acts In 1?05 and 1?23 
dealing with the prosecution of slaves committing capital 
crimes* and for punishing those connected with any conspiracy 
or Insurrection* the first law provided for the appointment 
of courts of oyer and terminer by the governor to meet in 
the county where the offense occurred* These courts* without 
.a jury* were authorised to arraign* try* and pass sentence 
on this type of offender* In cases where execution of a 
slave was /awarded* the law required the trial justices to 
set a money value on the condemned slave* and certify this 
value be the next Assembly# fhia would enable the Assembly 
to make a suitable allowance to the owner for the loss of 
his slave* The law of 17 2 3# in addition to the’ above* pro­
vided reimbursement for slaves killed* (1 ) during., the dis­
persing of .any unlawful assembly * (2) during the pursuit of 
rebels or conspirators* or (3 ) in the seising of arms and 
ammunition prohibited by the act*' Upon application of the 
owner the county court must place a valuation on slaves so 
killed# and certify such valuation to the next Assembly#
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It was on. the strength of this later law that owners . 
began to petition the House of Burgesses for reimbursement 
in some eases of slaves who killed themselves* Most such 
suicides were by Hegrb slaves who had committed some crime 
and escaped* Upon being pursued* many took their own lives# 
rather than submit to capture and the swift justice of the 
law* There Is no record prior to 1736 of a master being 
reimbursed under the law for a slave who killed himself* 
Evidently it gradually became apparent to the Burgesses that 
owners who lost outlawed, slaves through suicide were just as 
'much entitled to reimbursement as owners who had slaves law­
fully executed* Apparently there were three conditions 
which must be fulfilled before the owner was granted payment 
In the case of a slave committing suicide* First# the slave 
must have committed some felony punishable by execution; 
second# the owner must -have publicly outlawed the slave prior 
to the suicide; and third# the Burgesses must be convinced 
of the truth of the allegations set forth* Where all three 
conditions ware met the owner was Invariably reimbursed*
In a few oases the Burgesses granted allowances when the 
need of the petitioner was great# even though all conditions 
were not strictly fulfilled* In other oases# where all the 
conditions seem to have been met# the petition was denied; 
apparently because the Burgesses were not convinced of the 
truthfulness of the petitioner*
The cases in the Appendix represent petitions for 
reimbursement* Introduced in the House of Burgesses between
?0
the years 173-6 and 177U* Only those oases whioh were; plainly 
suicides have been- Included* jDurlng this period there were 
many other cases listed in the Journals of the House of 
Burgesses which might have been suicides* Typical- arc
petitions where the owner asks reimbursement for slaves out­
lawed, and later found dead in the woods; or where outlawed 
slaves., fearing apprehension* cast themselves in the water 
and were drowned* It is •■Quite probable that many of these 
deaths were suicides, but 'none of this doubtful nature were 
listed*
It is regrettable that the early Virginia historians 
included so little material on the Negro in their writings* 
hater writers have been forced to depend almost entirely on 
surviving public documents in their efforts to piece together 
the true story-* For example* until the twentieth century* 
historians left their readers with the mistaken idea that the 
early Virginia Negroes were all slaves; In fact that Negro 
slavery was introduced Into Virginia with the arrival of the 
twenty Negroes in 16X9* Hot until 1902* with the appearance 
of James Curtis'Ballagh*s History of Slavery in Virginia, 
was the fact established that the status of the early Negroes 
was one of servants; and that they were so identified and 
treated until the l660*s* In' 19X3 John Henderson Russell 
further expanded this them© In his- Free Negro in Virginia
1619^lB6S» In 1940 Susie I* Ames tried to dispute the fact 
in her Studies off the Virginia Eastern Shore in the Swen* 
teenth Century* Her argument* which rests on scattered 
references to * slavesin the records* has now been tho* 
roughly refuted In. an excellent article by Oscar and Mary P* 
Handlin* This article 11 Origins off the Southern labor System11 
appeared in the April* 1950# number off the lilil&m and Mary
More and more early public, document material la 
becoming available in libraries off the United States due to 
the work off historians who have obtained such material from 
the files -off the Public Heoord Office in London* These seem 
to be the -only reliable sources off information on the early 
Negro revolts* The secondary works examined by the writer 
proved to. be quite incomplete or inaccurate*
In considering the suicides among the early Negroes* 
there seems to be practically nothing available on the sub* 
jeet outside the pages off the journals off the House, off
off suicides* it Is impossible to even approximate any 
statistics on the total number*
Due to the entire absence off writings by the early 
slaves# and ©eagerness off observations on the subject by 
contemporary writers# much off the story off the Negro in 
Colonial Virginia can never be told*
And since these represent only a special class
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APPENDIX
KBORO SLAVE SUICIDES IH VIRCIHIA 
1736-1774
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1727-1734, 1736-1746*
ASSEMBLY OF 1736-1740
1* August 12, 1736* Page 254
A petition of William. Qox,» was presented to the 
House, and read; setting forth, That his Negro Woman Slav# 
had broke open his House, stolen several of his Goode* 
desperately wounded hie Son, burnt his Tobaeoo-houae, 
murdered three other of his Slaves, her Children, and 
drowned herself; whereby he is reduced to Povertya And 
praying the- Consideration of the House therein, and aueh 
Relief as to the House shall seem mete*
Ordered, That the said Petition be referred to the 
Consideration of the Committee for Public Claimss That they 
do examine the Matter thereof; and report the same, as it 
shall appear to them, with their Opinion thereupon, to the 
House*
August 13, 1736 Page 254
Mr, Blair, from the Committee for Public Claims, 
reported, That the Committee had had under their Considera­
tion, the Petition of William Cox, to them referred; and had
examined the Matter thereof, so far as relates to the Loss
68
of the Four Sieves therein mentioned, which they found to- be 
true# and were of Opinion, that the Sum of Sixty Pounds, 
will be a reasonable Allowance for the bosses he has 
sustained*
Ordered, That it be an Instruction to the said Com­
mittee, to make the said Allowance to the said William Cox, 
in the Book of Claims#
2# August 20, 1?36 Page 262
A Petition of William Morris# of the County of Hew- 
Kent; setting forth, That his Negro flan Slave having mur­
dered another of his Slaves, afterwards murdered himselfj 
and praying the Consideration of the Houses 
3# And also, a Petition of Joseph Peace, of the County 
of Hanover, setting forth, That one of his Slaves who had 
murdered another of them, afterwards hangfd himself I and 
praying the Consideration of the House*
Notet These two petitions were referred to the Com­
mittee for Public Claims, but there is-no record of the dis­
position of them*
U* August 20, 1736 Page 263
Mr* Eaton mov1d for heave to present a Petition of 
Beniamin Morris, of James-City County, praying to be paid 
for a Slave, That hangfd himself# in the Public Levy*
tod the Question being put, That the said Petition 
be brought up to the Table*
11 E&S3M AS the Heg^tive.
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5* November 6$. 173B Page 32,6
A Petition of Hobart Cobbs* was presented to the 
Horns®, and. read; representing hla Poverty and Misfortune#
In the Loss of his only Negro Man# who hanged himselfs And 
praying the Belief of the House*
Ordered# That the said Petition be referred to the 
Consideration of the Committee for public Claimss That they 
do examine the Matter thereof; and report the same# as it 
shall appear to them# with their Opinion thereupon to the 
House*
November 15, 1738 Page 34l
Hr* Blair* from the Committee of public Claims# 
reported# That the Committee had had under their Considera­
tion* several Petitions to them referred! And were come to 
several Resolutions thereupon; which he read In his Place; 
and afterwards delivered in at the Table; where the Reso­
lutions were again read* and with an Amendment to one of
them# agreed to# by the House* as follows; * * *
Resolved* That the Petition of Egbert Cobbg* to be 
allowed for the Lose of his only Negro Man* who hanged 
himself* be rejected*
6* November 6# 1738 Page 329
A Petition of Thomas Lankford, in Behalf of himself* 
and Rebecca Collier, was presented to the House* and read; 
praying an Allowance for a Slave* given, by the Will of John
Collier* to the said Rebecca* for her Life, and after her 
Decease, to the Wife of the Petitioner; who, being outlaw'd* 
to prevent being taken, leaped from on board a ship Into the 
River, and drowned himself*
Ordered, That the said Petition be referred to the 
Consideration of the Committee for Public Claims « » * *
November 10# X?38. Page 336
Mr# Blair fr o m  the committee for public Claims, 
reported, That the Committee had had under their Considers*, 
t l o n *  the several Petitions of Thomas Lankford # * #;
Resolved, That t h e  Sum o f  Thirty pounds- Current Money 
be allowed t o  Thomas Lankford, for a Slave; who being out­
lawed, and discovered on board a Ship, leaped over-board and 
was drowned*
7* June 6, 1?U0 Pages lj2G-i|,21
A Petition of Elizabeth Monday, of Essex County, 
Widow, was presented to the House, and read; praying, to be 
allowed for a Negro Man slave, named Sharper* who having ran 
away, and being outlawed by John Monday, her late Husband; 
upon Advice thereof, and to prevent his being taken, hanged 
himself*
Ordered, That the said Petition be referred to the 




Resolved, That the Sum of Twenty Five pounds be 
allowed Elizabeth Monday* for a Slave* who hanged himself 
after he was Out-X&wed,
From Journals of the House of Burgesses of Virginia
i?4a-i?,to* 1746-1749
A Petition of Zachary Lewis* was presented to the 
House* and read; praying an Allowance for Sacco, a Negro 
Slave* belonging to him* who having- murdered his Overseer* 
and fled to avoid Punishment* was found to have hanged him- 
self*
Ordered * » • referred to- the Committee of Public 
Claims * # * * *
May 16*.1742 Page 2?
Open Consideration of the Petition of Zachary Lewis*. 
praying an Allowance for M s  Negro Man Sacco* who- murdered 
his Overseer; and afterwards-# to avoid the Punishment of the 
Law# hanged himself;
Resolv-ed* That the Allegations of the said Petition 
are true; And that the said Zachary Lewis ought to be 
allowed, for the said Negro* Forty Pounds Current Money* by 
the Public*
ASSEMBLY OF 1742*1747«
8* May 12, X?42 Page 14
92
Ordered * * • to allow the aald Claim, in the Book 
of claims*
9. -May 89, l?i*2 Page i+3
A Petition of f.1r Anthony WaXke, a Member of this
Bouse, was presented to the Bouse, and read$ praying an
Allowance for a Hegro Man, who, to avoid Punishment for 
Breaking open his Store, fled and drowned himself#
Ordered, That the said Petition he referred to « # * 
the Committee of Claims#
June 5, 171*2 Page SI
On Consideration of the petition, of Anthony Walks, 
Cent# the Committee having reported, That it does not appear 
to them, that the Hegro Man, Amoa, therein named, was con* 
federate with the other Hegro Devonshire, therein also named, 
in the Felony for which the said Devonshire, was convicted
and executed? And that the Petitioner only endeavoured to
apprehend, whip, and examine him, about Two Pair of Virginia. 
Shoes| telling the said Amos, if he could prove he had been 
Confederate with the a aid Devonshire, he would prosecute him 
for It? Upon which the said Amos broke away from his Over* 
seer, and drowned himselft
Resolved, That the said Petition be Rejected*
And also a Petition of Charles Brown, setting forth, 
That a Hegro Man Slave, belonging to Two of the Petitioner1*
«
10. Kay 31, 1?U2 Page
93
Children, ran away, and burnt his Kitchen! and feeing outlawed, 
hanged himself% and praying the Consideration of the House 
therein * * * *
Ordered • * * referred to » » » the Committee of Claims,
Beverley, from the Committee of public OXaims, 
reported. That the Committee had had under their Considera­
tion, several Petitions to them referredi And had come to 
several Beaolutioas thereupon; which he read In his place, 
and afterwards delivered In at the Tables teere the same 
were again read, and agreed to, fey the House, with an 
Amendment, as follows 2
Charles Brown* in Behalf of Two of the petitioner's Chll-
wft iwi>»;,MPwi* ii»nn nr i> m r  <n wiiii i
d r e n ,  John and Mary Brown* f o r  a N e g r o  Man, of the aald 
Children's, who burnt the Petitioner's Kitchen! and to 
avoid the Punishment of the Law, ran away, and was outlawed, 
and then hanged himself! are t r u e *  And that the said J o h n  
and Mary ought t o  fee allowed 30 Pound© for the ©aid Slave, 
fey the public; And t h a t  the Money fee applied towards the 
P u r c h a s i n g  of another Slave, for the same Uses*
Ordered* That it fee an Instruction to the Committee_ 
of Claims, to make the several Allowances agreed to, fey the 
House, in the Book of Claims*
June 5* 17h% Page SI
That the Allegations of the Petition of
9U
11, September 12, 171+U Pago 86
A Petition of Henry Wythe was presented to the House 
and read, setting forth, That a Slave belonging to him, 
being about to be apprehended, on Suspicion of having 
poisoned his Overseer, ran away, and being out-lawed drowned 
himself, in order tc'prevent his being taken! and praying 
this House to make him some Allowance for the said Slave* 
Ordered * * * referred to * * * 'the Committee of
Claims;
September 17# X?kk Page 9k
Also a petition of Henry Wythe* setting forth, That 
a Slav© belonging to him, being about to be apprehended, on 
Suspicion of his having poisoned his Overseer, ran away, 
and being outlawed, drowned himself, to prevent his being 
taken;
Besoived* That the- Allegations of the petition are 
true; and that he ought to be allowed Thirty Pounds*
Ordered* That it be an Instruction to- the Committee 
of Claims, to make the several Allowances, pursuant to the 
said Hesolutions*
1£« September 2k, l?i|ix Page 10l*
A Petition of Moor Fantjeroy, setting forth, That 
Harry* a Slav# of his, having Killed his Wife, also a Slave 
of his, ran -away; and being out-lawed, some small Time after, 
drowned himself*
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Ordered* .« * * referred to # * * the Committee of
Claims*
September 28, 1744 Page 109
^  Beverley, from the Committee of Claims, reported# 
That the Committee had had tinder their Consideration# divers 
Petitions to them referred; and had some to several Reao** 
lutions thereupon! * * * *
On Consideration of the petition of Moor Fantleroy* 
of Richmond#
Resolved* That the Allegations of the said petition 
are true; and that he ought to be paid Twenty Five Pounds# 
Ordered* That it be an Instruction to the Committee 
of Claims* to make the several Allowances * • • •
13# February 22, 171*5 Page 158
A Petition of Mary Griffin# setting forth# That she 
was possessed of two negroes, who having robb’d 0a.pt* 
Garnetts Store, as she supposed, through Fear of being 
brought to Justice, ran away, and being outflowed, drowned 
themselves.; and praying the Consideration of the House 
therein, was presented to the House, and read*
Ordered# « • • referred to the Committee of Claims
* ♦  * *
March li*, 1745 Page 18?
Beverley* from the Committee of Claims, reported
♦  #■ *  #
On Consideration of the Petition of Mary Griffin# 
setting forth#. That she was possessed of Two Negro# slaves| 
that hearing,Capt* garnet*8 store was broke open and robbfd# 
in order to clear them# she searched their Oabbins# and 
found some Linen and other Coeds which were stole# on which 
they ran away; and that in Order to bring them to Justice# she 
out~lawed them# but never heard of them afterwards# until 
they were found, drowned, which she believes they did to 
avoid the punishment of the Law; and praying such Belief as 
this House shall think reasonable;
ftesolyed# That it Is the Opinion of this Committee#
That the Allegations of the said Petition are true; and that 
she ought to be allowed Sixty Pounds Current Honey#
Ordered# That it be an Instruction to the Committee 
of Claims# to make the several Allowances # . # *
ASSEMBLY OF X ? if8 ~ l? i* 9
ill# November 3# 17k& Page 260
A Petition of John .Evans# setting forth# That a 
Negro Woman of his ran away# and continued lurking and 
doing Mischief for two Months# that she was Outflowed# and 
being apprehended and tied to be brought home to him# she 
made her Escape and drowned herself# and praying such a Com" 
pensat!on to be mad® him for the said Slave a® this House 
shall think fit; was presented to the House and read; And 
the Question being put# that the said petition be referred 
to a Committoe#
97
It passed in the' He native»
15# November 7, 1?U& Page 273
A Petition of Joel Walker* was presented to- the House 
and read; setting forth# that a Negro of his murdered one of 
his Sons# and ran awayf and that being outlawed# he was 
afterwards found dead; and praying the Consideration of the 
House therein#
Ordered, * # * referred to the Committee of Claims
• # * #
, November 22* I7I48 Page 297
On Consideration of the Petition of Joel Walker 
Resolved» That the Allegations of the said Petition are 
true; and that the said tToel Walker ought to be allowed the 
Sum of Forty Five Pounds for the Slave in the said Petition 
mentioned.
Ordered That It be an Instruction to the Committee of 
Claims to make the several Allowances * * * *
16* November 9# l?i|B Pago 280
A Petition of Robert Daniel was presented to the 
House* and read; setting forth* that a Negro of his 
attacked him and his Brother, and having much wounded his 
Brother* to avoid Punishment he absconded; That he procured 
him to be out-lawed* some time after which* he hanged him* 
self# and praying such Relief as this House shall think fit# 
And the Question being put# That the said Petition 
be referred to a Committee?
98
It Negative*
From the House of Burjesses
1752-1755* 1756-1758*
ASSEMBLY OF 1752-1755*
17* March 10, 1752 Page 27
A petition of Robert Adama was offered to the House, 
praying to be allowed for a Negro©, who being runaway and 
outlawed, hanged himself, and the Question being put, that 
the said Petition be received.
A Petition of William Broadnax was presented to the 
House, and read, setting forth, That a Runaway Negroe 
belonging to him, having committed many Robberies, was out­
lawed, and being pursued, to prevent being taken, threw 
himself into a Mill-Pond, and was drowned, and praying 
Belief In the Premisses*
Ordered* * * * referred to the Committee of Claims
Mr. Fry, from the Committee of Claims, reported * * * * 
On Consideration of the petition-of William Broadnaxj 
Resolved, That the Allegations of the said Petition 
are true, and that he ought to be allowed the sum of Fifty
Resolved in the negative*
18* March 10, 1752 Page 2?
March 24, 1752 Page 55
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Pounds* for the Slave therein mentioned*
Ordered,' That it be an InstruetIon to the Committee 
of Claims, to make the several Allowances pursuant to the 
said Hesolutions*
19*- Marsh 19, 1752 Pag© 1*3
A Petition of Benjamin Branch, of the County of 
•Southampton  ^was offered to the House, setting forth. That a 
Runaway Negro© belonging to the Petitioner, having long con** 
tlnued to be guilty of many Bobberies and Mi©demeanors, 
without suffering himself to be taken, the petitioner, in 
August last, outlawed him* but before the Proclamation could 
be duly published, the said Negro©, from a Sense of his 
Crimes, as the Petitioner conceives, and fearing to be 
brought to Justice, shot himself, that on the Application of 
the Petitioner to the said County Court, the said. Court 
valued him at &50 and praying the same be allowed to him*
And the Question being put, that the Petition be 
received,
Resolved in the Negative*
20* November 7, 1753 Page 111
A Petition of Joseph .Bale, praying to be allowed for 
a Negro© who hanged himself, having first committed a.
Murder on another Negro© was presented to the House and 
road*
Ordered, That the said Petition do lie on the Table*
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November 27, 1753 Pag© 138
On Consideration of the Petition of Joseph halle.* 
praying to be allowed for a Negro© who hanged himself, 
having first committed Murder on another Negro©*
Resolved* That It is the Opinion of this Committee* 
That the said Petition be rejected, the Allegations thereof, 
not being sufficiently proved.
This Resolution being read a second Time, and the
Question put, That the House do agree thereto,
Resolved in the Affirmative,
81* November 16, 1753 Page 125
A Petition of rifles Cary, was presented to the House 
and read, setting forth. That a Negro© of his some Tim© in 
the Month of May last, broke open a Storehouse belonging to 
the Petitioner, and committed several other Crimesj and to 
avoid Punishment he absconded^ that ho procured him to be 
outlawed, some Time after which he drowned himself, and 
praying such Hell of as this House shall think fit*
Ordered, , * * referred to the Committee of Claims
* * * *
November 27, 1753 Page 138
On Consideration of the Petition of Miles Cary, 
setting forth. That a Negro© of his some Time In May last, 
broke open a Storehouse of his, and committed other Crimes, 
and to avoid Punishment absconded, that he pro-cured him to
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be outlawed, some Tim® after which he drowned himself, and 
praying to be allowed for him*
Haaolved, That it appears to this Committee* that 
the said Slave ran away, and whilst he lay out doing Mis- 
chief, was outlawed according to taw; that the Petitioner 
employed s m s  Indians to go in search of the said Slave, who 
afterwards drowned himself; and that ha ought to be allowed 
the Sum of 50& for the said Slave, to be paid by the Public# 
This Resolution being read a second Time, and the 
Question put, That the House do agree thereto*
Hesolved in the Negative*
22m flay 5, 1755 ‘ Page 239
A Petition of William Southall* was presented to the 
House and read, setting forth, That a Hegroe Slave of his 
set Fire to his Barn, and with it consumed all his Tobacco, 
Corn, Wheat, and Oats, and other Goods, and then hanged him­
self; by Means whereof the Petitioner with a large Family of 
small Children were utterly ruined and praying Relief of
this House, and the Question being thereupon .put,
It passed in the Negative* 
Hosolved. That the said Petition be rejected*
23* May 5# 1755 Page 239
A Petition of Qeorge Mason, was presented to the 
House and read, setting forth That hia Negro Slav© Dick, 
having run away and committed many Felonies, was In due Form
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or Law outlawed* and being taken up by acme of Captain 
Maek&yfa Company» was by the® delivered to one Daniel James# 
in perfect Health: That as the said Jamo-p was carrying the
said Slave to the Constable# he pulled him off his Horse# 
and in struggling to make his Escape received some Hurt# and 
refusing to go any further the- said James tied him with a 
Hope to his Horse fail# and In that Manner dragged him to 
the next House# where he in a few Minutes expired, and pray*** 
ing such Allowance for his said Slave# as this House shall 
think fit#
Ordered * + * referred to the Committee of Claims
* # * *
May 16* 1755 Pages 258-260
-M3?* Buffin* from the Committee of public Claims# 
reported* that the Committee had had under their Conaidera* 
tion several Matters to them referred* and had coma to 
several Resolutions thereupon, which he read in his Place* 
and then delivered in at the fable, where the same were 
again read* and are as follow#
On Consideration of the Petition of George Mason* 
setting forth* That his Negroe Slave Pick* having ran away 
committed many Felonies, was in due Form of Law outlawed, 
and(being taken up by some of Captain Mackay1© Company* was 
by them delivered to one Daniel James in perfect Health;
That as the said James was carrying the said Slave to the 
Constable# he pulled him off M s  .Horse* and in struggling 
to make hi© Escape, received some Hurt* and refusing to go
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any further* the said James tied him with a Hope to his 
Horse*s Tail* and in that Manner dragged him to the next 
House# where ho, in a few Minutes expired# and praying such 
Allowance for his said Slave* as this House should think fit*.
Resolved* That it appears to this Committee, That the 
said Negro ran away and committed some Crime* for which he 
was tried and one of his Bars cut off, by Order of the Court 
of the County of Fairfax* That about ten Bays afterwards* 
he ran away again, and thereupon, to wit- on the 2?th of 
April 1754, was outlawed in the common Form* and on the 2l|th 
of May following* was taken up by the Officers of Captain 
Mackay *s Company* on their larch to the Ohio- and delivered 
by them to Daniel James- who gave a Receipt for him* in 
which he promised to deliver the said Slave to the Petitioner 
or his Order# or otherwise Into the Hands of some lawful 
Constable- That it appears to this Committee* That one 
Samuel. Jenkins- who was a Witness to a Coroner1s inquest 
that w m taken on the Body of the said Slave* after his 
Death; that the said James told the Deponent Jenkins- that 
soon after he was out of Sight of the Officers and Company 
that delivered him the said Slave, he the said Slave pulled 
the said James off his Horse* and attempted to make his 
Escape* and refused to go any further* saying he was out­
lawed* and if he was carried to Prison ho should certainly 
be hanged, the said James was obliged to use some Violence
and strike him tw o  or three B lo w s ;  That soon after the said 
Deponent met the ©aid James, the N e g r o s  fell down in the 
Road, and either would not, or could not go any further; 
that there was a great Oust rising at the Time, and the said 
James being afraid the said Degree might e s c a p e » tied him 
with a  Rope to his H o r s e ’ s  Tall, and i n  that Manner dragged 
him to the said Jenkins »a House, where he expired In a  few 
Minutes afterwards: That the Jury upon e x a m in in g  the Body
could not find any Wounds or Bruises that they thought
sufficient to kill him; That Daniel James told the Jury he
believed the Negro© had poisoned himself, for he saw him 
take something out of his Pocket and swallow it, that he 
was soon after taken with a Vomitting, but as no other Person 
was by at the Time James said he suspected the Negro took 
Poison, the Jury did not take much Notice of what he said, 
and further that this appears by the Deposition of one of 
the Coronerfs Inquest, who proves Jenkln’s Testimony before 
the Coroner’s Inquest, as before recited.
Resolved, That It is the Opinion of t h i s  C o m m it t e e ,  
That the s a i d  Petition I s  reasonable, and that the said
G e o r g e  M ason# ought to be paid the Sum o f  Forty Pounds, for
the said Slave, by the P u b l i c ,
The second Resolution being read a second Time, and 
the Question put, that the House agree thereto,
It passed in the Negative,
Resolved- That the Petition of the said George Mason- 
be rejected*
2l*# May 9, 1?55 Page 2l;8
A Petition of William Lightfoot- Require, setting 
forth, That in the Beginning of the Tear i?5U# a Mulatto# 
Slave named Jasper* belonging to the Petitioner, run away 
and being outlawed, stole a flora© and escaped into North 
Carolina- where he was taken and delivered to one Amos 
Hewsum; but on his Return, in order- to avoid Hanging, which 
he often said he expected If he was brought back Into this 
Colony, h© dashed his Brains out against a. Rock, and praying 
to be allowed for the said Slave’, was presented the House 
and read, and the Question being put that the said Petition 
be referred to a • Committee*
It p&apeh in the negative. 
Resolved- That the said Petition be rejected,
25# May 16, 1755 Page© 260, 26l
A Petition of Stephen Watkins, setting forth, That 
some Time last year, he having walked out from Home, in his 
Absence lost one of his Children, and a Negro© Man Slave, 
who were murdered by another Negro Slave, belonging to the 
Petitioner: That the Petitioner being informed thereof,
immediately procured several Persons to go armed in pursuit 
of the Murderer, who had run off, in order to bring him to 
Justice; but before they could come up with him, he had
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hanged himself# to avoid aa t h e  P e t i t i o n e r  supposes* the 
P u n is h m e n t  o f  the Law* 'That the Petitioner is an infirm old 
Man* and had no other Assistance to get his tiding, t h e n  t h e  
two above mentioned S l a v e s }  and praying* that he may be 
allowed the Value o f  the said Slave,' who- committed the 
Murder* was presented t o  the House and read*
■Ordered * * * referred to the Committee of Claims
* » * *
May 2 6, 17SS Page 271# 272
On Consideration of the P e t i t i o n  of Stephen Watkins,
- setting'forth# That some Time In the Month of January ITSi*# 
being walked out from Home* in his Absence,, he had the Mla«* 
fortune to have one of his Children, and a N e g r o e  Man Slave 
m u r d e r e d  by -another N e g r o e  Man Slave belonging to the 
Petitioner, That Immediately on being informed thereof* and 
that the Murderer was run off, he procured several Persons 
to go armed In Pursuit of him* in Order to take and b r i n g  
him to Justice, but before they e o u l d  come up with him # he 
hanged himself, as the Petitioner believes to escape the 
Punishment of the Law, and praying to be allowed for the 
said Slave* who did the Murder aforesaid*
Hesolved, That the Allegations of the said Petition 
are true, and that the said Stephen Watkins ought to be paid 
the Sum of kOh for his said Slave by the Public#
Ordered, That it be an instruction to the Committee 
of Claims, to make the several Allowances • ♦ * *
26* May 21* 1755
10? 
Page 262
A  Petition of Kenneth MaoKensle* setting forth* That 
a N egro©  Slava# belonging t o  him* nam ed Harry, having 
quarreled with his Wife* stabbed her In several places* and 
imagining that she would die thereof# ran away* whereupon 
the Petitioner obtained an Outlawry against him# but before 
It could be published*- the said Slave hanged himself* and 
praying such Allowance as this House should think fit* was 
presented to the H o u se  and read* and the Question being put* 
that t h e  said petition be referred to a Committee*
Also a Petition of Elisabeth King, praying to be 
allowed f o r  a Slave who# after murdering her late Husband* 
destroyed himself* were severally presented to the House* 
and read*
Ordered* « « * referred to the Consideration of the 
C o m m itte e  of Claims * * * *
March 12* l ? 6 l  Page 2 1 0
Bland* from the Committee of Claims* reported 
that the Committee had had under their C o n s i d e r a t i o n  
several Petitions to them referred# and had comm to several
It passed in the Negative* 
Resolved * That the said Petition be rejected*
Front journals of the House of Burgesses
1758-1761*
2 7 .  March 10* l ? 6 l Pag© 203
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Resolution© thereon * * * *
Esgol£§dy that the Petition ot Bll&abeth King la 
reasonable# ana that aha ought t o  be paid by the P u b l lc k *  
the Sum o f  &?0 f o r  the S l a v e  in her Petition m e n t io n e d *
Ordered, that it be an Instraction to the Committee 
of Claims to make the several Allowance# in the Book of 
Claims pursuant to- the -said He solutions*
leupnals of the House of Viralnfa.
A P e t i t i o n  o f  R ic h a r d  Bland, and William Fleming, 
s u r v i v i n g  H a e o u t o r e  of James Deans* deceased, setting forth 
that a Negro Woman Slave named Abbe* belonging to the said 
Dean»a E s t a t e #  being committed to the Gaol o f  Prime O e o r g e  
County on Suspicion of poisoning Doctor James lyric, since 
deceased# before the Time appointed for the Trial# she being 
c o n s c i o u s  of her Guilt, hanged herself la the said Gaol ; and 
praying b© be paid the Value of the said Slave by the 
Publlck# was presented to the House and read*
Ordered * * * referred to the Consideration of the 
Committee of Claims * * * *
1761^1765*
2 8* November S* 176)4 Page 237
Sote? There Is no record of the disposition made in 
the above case*
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From Journals of the Bouse of Burgesa.es of Virginia 
1766-1769*
29.# November IS* 1769 Page 270
A Petition of John Burke was presented to the Mouse* 
and read| setting forth* that in. the latter Bud of the Year
176k» the Petitioner’s Negro Man slave# named Sam* having
run away and committed Felony# and having been regularly 
outlawed# in order to avoid Punishment* hanged himself; and
therefore praying that the Value of the said Slave may he
paid to the Petitioner by the Public*
Ordered, that the said Petition he referred to the 
Committee of Public. Claims ♦ * « *
M ovem ber 2 0 *  X ?69  Page 27k
Mr* Archibald Cary reported from the Committee of 
Public Claims » • . •
He.solved* That It Is the Opinion of this Committee* 
that the Petition of John Burke* to be allowed for the 
Slave therein mentioned be rejected*
The said Resolutions being severally read a second 
Time* were* upon the Question severally put thereupon* 
agreed to by the House*
PT*om Journals of the House of Burgeesee of Virginia
1770-1772
JO* February 25* 1772 Page 189
A Petition of fianiel. Hamlin was presented to the 
House# and read; setting forth* that his Negro Man Slave
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Parr I.ot* having attempted to Murder hi a Mistress* and
dangerously wounded her* ran away# and was outlawed; and 
afterwards killed himself; and praying the House to .make 
him a reasonable S a t i s f a c t i o n  for t h e  said slave.
Ordered * * # referred to t h e  Consideration o f  the 
Committee of p u b l i c  Claims; ♦ « * *
February. 27* 1772 Page 196
Mr, Cary reported fro®, the Committee of P u b l i c  
Clalms # * * *
It appears to your C o m m itte e #  by the D e p o s i t i o n s  o f  
Miller Woodaon* and -D a n ie l  Hamlin* Jun* t h a t  they* the said 
Deponents# were* about the 6^ ** of October* 1770.* at the 
House of Daniel Hamlin* the Petitioner.* and saw the Wife of 
the s a i d  Petitioner lying on a Bed# who appeared t o  be in 
great Distress* hex* Head and Arm being .much bruised, and 
vary bloody, who informed them, that it was o c c a s i o n e d  by a 
N e g r o #  known by t h e  lame of Parr.lot, t h e  Property of her 
Busband; that* from t h e  a p p e a r a n c e  of the Wound# together 
with the D e s c r i p t i o n  she gave o f  the Weapon w i t h  which it 
was made# they* the said Deponents* s u s p e c t e d  the said N e g r o  
had attempted to murder her; that about the 20^ o f  February 
following* they* the said Deponents# being again at the 
House of the Petitioner* were c o n d u c t e d *  by on© of the 
Family * to i  p l a c e  in the W oods# & small. D i s t a n c e  from t h e  
House* where* it was supposed# the said N e g r o  Farriot. had
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hanged h i m s e l f ;  that they there saw a human aeull* with 
s e v e r a l  o t h e r  Members of t h e  Body* w h ic h  they supposed were 
the- R e m a in s  of the said Negro H a r r i o t ;  t h a t  at the place 
where the Bones were found the said Deponent Daniel saw 
some Wearing. Apparel* which he well knew belonged to the 
•said N e g r o  Parrlot; and further* that he discovered the 
said Negro n o t  t i l l  after he was duly outlawed, and. 
b e l i e v e d  the said Outlawry was made before he was known by 
h i s  Master’s Family t o  be dead*
It further appears to your Committee, by the Depo­
sit ions of Henry Hamlin* and Thomas Heberts* that about the 
6  of October, 1 7 7 0 *  they# the amid Deponents, being s e n t  
for* cam# to t h e  Bouse of t h e  Petitioner* and saw h i s  Wife 
much wounded on her .Head* and one o f  her Arms broke; that 
they were Informed by the Petitioner, that he saw his Negro 
Parrlot, wound hia said W ife *  and immediately run away; and 
that he has not since been heard o f  but from t h e  Supposition 
o f  his having hanged himself#
It further- appears to your committee* by the Depo­
sitions of John R o w l e t t * and Stephen .leal* that they* the 
said Deponents# were, in the Month of February last, sent 
for b y  the. Petitioner to see a N e g r o  of his who had hanged 
himself; that at the Place where It was supposed he was 
hanged, they saw the Bones and C lo & t h in g  o f  a Person whom,
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.from the said C l o a t h i n g  they believed to be the Slave that 
they heard outlawed* at Church, as a Runaway, belonging- to 
the Petitioner#
W h ereu p o n  t h e  C oreailtt.ee. came to the following R e s o ­
lution:
Resolved, That It is the Opinion of this Committee*
that the said petition be rejected*
The said Resolution, being read a s e c o n d  T im e* was, 
upon t h e  Question put thereupon, agreed to by t h e  House*
Prom -journals of the H o u se  of Burgesses of Virginia
1773-1776*
31, May 12* 17?U Pag® 92
^ Petition -of Thomas Patterson* of the County of 
Buckingham, was presented to the House, and read, setting 
forth that a Negro Man Slave, named Tom, belonging to 
petitioner, who had •committed Murder and run away, was duly 
outlawed in May, 1773, and was afterwards found dead, having 
shot himself as it Is supposed with a 0un he had stolen, to 
prevent his being apprehended and tried for the said Offence, 
and therefore praying to be allowed the value of the said 
Slave*
Ordered * that the said Petition be referred to the 
C o n s i d e r a t i o n  of the Committee of public d e l t a s ; and t h a t  
they do examine the matter thereof, and report t h e  same w i t h  
their Opinion thereupon, t o  the House#
May 13, 177k Page 98
Gary* reported from the C o m m itte e  o f  public 
C la im s #  to whom t h e  Petition o f  Thomas Patterson was referred, 
that the C o m m itte e  had examined the matter of the said Peti­
tion, and had directed him t o  report t h e  same, as i t  appeared 
to them, together with the Resolution of the Committee there­
upon, to the House, and he read the report in his place, and 
afterwards delivered It In at the Clark’s Table; where the 
same was read, and Is as f o l l o w © t h ,  vis*
It appear® to your Committee, that the Slave Tom, I n  
the P e t i t i o n  mentioned, committed a Murder o n  a white Woman, 
and immediately ran away, taking with him two of his 
Master® Gun®; that he was duly outlawed, and being; sought 
for by the Sherif of the County, In Company with several 
-other Person®, was found Dead, and one of th©  Cun® lying by 
him ., w i t h  w h ic h  it was supposed he had shot h i m s e l f ;  and 
that t h e  said Slave was, by t h e  Court o f  the C o u n ty  of 
B u c k in g h a m * valued at Eighty five Pounds: whereupon t h e  Com­
mittee cam© to the f o l l o w i n g  Resolution?
Resolved# That it is the Opinion of this Committee, 
t h a t  the .Petitioner ought to be allowed the sum of Eighty 
five Pounds for the said Slave#
The said Resolution being read a second time, was# 
upon the Question put thereupon, agreed to by the House#
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H ot© ; From the amounts awarded to owners we learn 
that the value of an adult Negro slave in good c o n d i t i o n  
Increased from about twenty-five pounds in the period X73S** 
1?40 to about eighty-five pounds in the period 1770-1775*
This was due mainly to the increased demand for Negro slaves, 
but partly also to duties laid on Imported slaves from time 
to time* This duty i n c r e a s e d  t h e  value of slaves already In 
the Colony a s  well as those coming In*
